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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Commission 

This survey of historic heritage of the Wellington region is the result of a 
commission (30 June 2010) from Jonathan Street, on behalf of the Greater 
Wellington Regional Council. The reason for the survey is that Regional Plans 
are currently being reviewed. The proposed Regional Policy Statement 2009 
requires, in policy 20, that significant historic heritage be identified in the new 
Regional Plan. 

1.2 	Process 

The survey investigated some 70 sites under the jurisdiction of the Greater 
Wellington Regional Council. These are sites that fall within the Coastal 
Marine Area, the landward boundary of which is the line of 'mean high water 
springs', and freshwater sites, including those associated with rivers, lakes 
and streams. They were initially selected as part of work carried out for the 
Regional Council in 2008 by Boffa Miskell and InSitu Heritage. 

The inventory entries include a history of each site, a physical description, an 
evaluation of significance, and present-day photographs. Evaluation criteria 
are based on those in policy 20 of the proposed Regional Policy Statement 
2010, with particular attention being paid to physical values. These include 
architectural and technological values, integrity, age, and group or townscape 
values. 

Archaeological and tangata whenua values were not required by the brief to 
be specifically addressed, as these need the specialist input of an archaeologist 
and iwi; the brief also acknowledged that 'only limited evaluation of social 
values will be possible', since this would require a great deal more research 
than was possible. 

The list was progressively refined as the project was carried out. In some 
cases, several individual objects were aggregated into one site report (e.g. the 
headworks at the Orongorongo water catchment). Some sites were removed 
after an initial evaluation of heritage values. 

After the 70 proposed sites had been researched and inspected, and most of 
them written up in draft inventory form, the authors reviewed each item to 
confirm whether or not it met the criteria to sufficient degree that it should be 
included in the Inventory. Laura Paynter of Greater Wellington Regional 
Council contributed to this review. 

The number of sites subsequently included in the Inventory is 52. These are 
separated into freshwater (12) and coastal sites (40), and then arranged in 
order of type and age. 
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The sites that were excluded from the inventory are listed in Appendix I, with 
a brief reason for the exclusion. There is a folder of historical information for 
each of these structures held by Greater Wellington Regional Council (see 
below), allowing future re-assessment if this should be desired. 

1.3 	Sources of Information 

Research on the history of the sites was carried out by Michael Kelly and 
Miranda Williamson. Material relating to the history of each site is now 
gathered into files held by the Regional Council; these are presently in hard 
copy, and are to be scanned by Greater Wellington Regional Council for ease 
of future access. The files can be consulted for further detailed information on 
each site, there being a limit to how much information can be comfortably 
incorporated into an inventory entry. 

It should be noted that some sites have been identified as heritage by local 
authorities, and have been written up in various inventories, including those 
of the Wellington City Council, the Porirua City Council and in the New 
Zealand Historic Places Trust's Register. Some histories and some 
descriptions for this inventory have been copied from their documents, and 
updated as necessary, and some histories have been written by Michael Kelly 
and Miranda Williamson. Due acknowledgement of authorship is made in the 
inventory entries. 

Survey work was carried out by Chris Cochran and Russell Murray between 
April 2011 and April 2012, and the photos included in the entries were taken 
during these site visits. 

1.4 Acknowledgements 

This report has been prepared with the assistance of several people. 
Acknowledgement is made to: 

Laura Paynter, Senior Policy Advisor, Greater Wellington Regional 
Council, for briefing and information relating to the sites. Scott Ihaka 
and Lucy Harper both contributed as liaison people at the beginning of 
the project. 

Miranda Williamson, for researching and gathering material on the 
history of the sites, and for writing many of the histories. 

Wellington City Council, Porirua City Council, New Zealand Historic 
Places Trust and Institute of Professional Engineers New Zealand for 
permission to quote from their inventory entries and registration 
forms. 

Research and documentation, and production of this report, was funded by 
the Greater Wellington Regional Council. 
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1.5 	References 

For a full list of references for each site, see the research files held by Greater 
Wellington Regional Council mentioned above. Some general references are 
listed below. 

Institute of Professional Engineers, New Zealand, heritage database. 

New Zealand Historic Places Trust, Registration of Historic Places. 
Information is held on all sites that are registered under the Historic Places 
Act 1993. 

Porirua City Council, Heritage Information Database. 

Wellington City Council, Heritage Building Inventory, 2001 and later. 
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Appendix I - List of sites excluded from the draft Inventory 

Place 	 Reason for exclusion: 
Newlands 
Belmont Viaduct abutments/piers archaeological remains only 

Hutt Valley/Eastbourne 
Wainui - Water race and pressure 	presumed to be part of the water 
chamber 	 supply works, not identified separately 
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Valve tower with the crest of the Lower Karori Darn beyond, 2012 

Lower Karori Dam, 
Karori 

1876 - 1878 



1.0 	Outline History 

1.1. History 
Before any attempt was made to organise a reticulated water supply, 
Wellington's settlers took their water from where they could - springs, 
streams, wells and collection tanks. Central government built a pipe from 
springs at Tinakori Road to Parliament. Concerns about contaminated springs 
and wells forced the Wellington City Council to seek consider a proper water 
supply to the town and it soon resolved to dam the Kaiwharawhara Stream at 
Karori, because of its clean water and its elevation, which allowed the water 
to flow by gravity to the town. 

Work on the scheme finally got underway in 1872, with the building of a 
tunnel through Baker's Hill to the head of the Aro Valley and at the other end 
of the tunnel a distributing basin. Shortage of funds at this point delayed the 
construction of the dam and so a small weir was placed across the 
Kaiwharawhara Stream to divert a flow into the tunnel with the distributing 
basin at Polhill Gully acting as a reservoir. The houses of Wellington began 
receiving piped water from this source in May 1874. 

After further funds were authorised, construction on the dam started in 1876. 
It was completed by January 1878 by contractor J Saunders whose workforce 
built it without the aid of machinery. The finished dam was approximately 
21 metres above the streambed, and 122 metres at its widest point. The dam 
had a puddled clay core. Stoney earth material was then added either side of 
this core to form the body of the dam, while the upstream face was lined with 
concrete. 

Inside the dam, tunnels were installed to convey the water pipes; the valves 
controlling the water entering these pipes are opened and closed from a 
'valve tower' set above the water intake, which is within the reservoir and is 
accessed via a narrow bridge. This tower, and a boat shed - to store a small 
launch used to move around the reservoir - were built at approximately the 
same time as the dam. 

The filling of the dam meant the end of gold workings (shafts, tunnel etc.) in 
the valley behind the dam. These workings were the result of the discovery of 
alluvial gold in the Kaiwharawhara Stream in June 1869, after which a brief 
gold rush had taken place. Owners were compensated for the inundation of 
their workings. 

The dam operated as Wellington's primary water supply point for more than 
30 years. In 1910, a new concrete arch dam was built higher up the valley to 
further expand the capacity of the supply system. As Wellington's water 
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network grew over the following decades, the Karori dams became the focal 
point as the system's supply terminus, receiving water from other sources 
and distributing to Wellington properties. This occurred with water from the 
major supply scheme at the Orongorongo River in 1926 and similarly with the 
Kaitoke scheme in 1957, which was piped to Karori. 

Chemical treatment of the water in Lower Karori Dam started in 1930 and a 
small pump house was added in 1935. The 1950s modifications in conjunction 
with the Kaitoke scheme were very significant, with the addition of a large 
circular contact tank and three buildings (a new pump house, valve house 
and chlorine store). 

With concerns about its water quality, and public safety given the location of 
such a large body of water on an earthquake fault near a major population 
centre, the Karori dams were decommissioned for supply purposes in 1997, 
and the upper concrete arch dam was drained. The storage role of the dams 
was superseded by the new artificial lakes at Te Marua, which provided 
greatly increased storage capacity for the region. With a much-lessened role 
in supplying and storing water, the Karori waterworks reserve was gifted 
back to Wellington City Council for the Karori Wildlife Sanctuary (now 
Zealandia) in July 2004. 

Sources: 

Much of the above is taken directly from the NZHPT Register, online version, 
viewed March 2012 at: 
http:  /  www.historic .org.nz  /  TheRegister/ RegisterSearch/ RegisterResults. as 
px?RID=7750&m=advanced   

Brodie, James 1986, Terawhiti and the Goldfields, Karori Historical Society, 
Wellington 

Cooke, Peter, 2006, Our Water History - On Tap, Greater Wellington Regional 
Council, Wellington 

Lower Karori Dam - IPENZ Engineering Heritage - 
www.ipenz.org.nz/heritage/itemdetail.cfm?itemid=104  



2.0 	Location 

2.1. Map 

Lower Karori Dam, image from Google Maps, 2012 

2.2. Legal description 
Lot 1 DP 313319 (CT WN 52413), part Legal Road (made public by T 72086), 
Wellington Land District, Pt Sec 1 Upper Kaiwharawhara District marked A 
on SO 32281 (NZ Gazette 1982, p. 714), Pt Sec 10 Owhiro District marked A on 
50 32922 (NZ Gazette 1982, p. 1390). 

Both dams are within the boundaries of Zealandia and are owned by 
Wellington City Council (check). 

3.0 	Physical Description 

3.1. Setting 
The setting of the Lower Karori Dam can be understood in two distinct parts. 
Below the dam and outside the sanctuary area, the sealed open space of a 
large car-park at the end of Waiapu Road provides the main element of the 
setting; Zealandia's predator-excluding fence makes its way along the outer 
shoulder of the dam, while over to the eastern end of the dam, the large new 
visitor building dominates. There is bush on the surrounding steep faces of 
hills on both sides of the valley, with the houses of Karori high above to the 
west. 
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Once inside the sanctuary, and above the dam, this man-made environment 
gives way to one of natural beauty, with bush-covered hills on both sides of 
the quite long reservoir that is held back by the darn at its northern end. A 
path winds along the eastern side of the reservoir, affording lovely views 
across the reservoir and up the valley, and other paths encircle the reservoir 
area. 

The boatshed is sited at the eastern end of the dam, on its crest, and the valve 
tower is out in the water, nearby, accessed over a short causeway. 

3.2. Dam 
From the car park, the dam is quite inconspicuous, since what is readily 
visible appears little more than a grassy bank; even this is obscured by the tall 
predator-proof fence, and the edge of the parking area has been built up over 
time to hide the lower part of the shoulder of the dam. The crest of the dam is 
broad, but just above lake level, so little is seen from the lake side; its form can 
be best appreciated by standing on the dam itself, or from viewing from 
higher points around the valley above the dam. 

The structure of the dam can only be properly understood from documents, 
and these show a surprisingly sophisticated cross-section given that its 
construction was completed entirely without heavy machinery. The heart of 
the darn is a water-resistant core of puddled clay; on the upstream side is a 
shoulder of greywacke rubble, graded fine, medium and coarse and finishing 
at the gradual slope of 3.5 horizontal to 1 vertical; this upstream face is 
terminated by a 6 metre high concrete wall, and the face of the batter is 
finished with a 150 mm protective layer of concrete. The downstream 
shoulder is formed of un-graded greywacke rubble at the steeper slope of 2 to 
1, and this is the slope that is now grassed over. There is a spillway at each 
end of the dam. 

The dam is 20 metres high overall, with a crest length of 65 metres, and it was 
originally capable of storing 182 million litres of water; its capacity is now 
reduced by silting. 

The design of the valve tower compensates for the low-key presence of the 
dam itself. The valve tower, in a Gothic Revival styel, is a conspicuous and 
flamboyant structure, and an icon of Wellington's water supply system. It is 
octagonal in plan, built in timber with a tall pointed roof and finial. It stands 
on top of a tall concrete shaft (which includes the dams intake structure), 
mostly hidden below the water line, and the water supply pipe runs from the 
base of the tower, under the dam and down the valley. A causeway links it to 
the land. 
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The boatshed is a closely related building, sited on the crest of the dam at its 
true right end. It is typical of its building type, being rectangular in plan, 
timber-framed and clad in weatherboarding with a corrugated iron roof. It 
too is carefully finished with finials at the gable ends and patterned 
bargeboards. 

3.3. Chronology, modifications 
date 	 activity 

1876-78 	 Earth dam constructed 
n.d., same period 	Valve tower and boat shed constructed 
1908 - 1910 	Upper (concrete) dam constructed 
1997 	 Upper dam decommissioned, water storage role greatly 

reduced. 

4.0 	Evaluation of Significance 
The Lower Karori Dam, including the valve tower and boatshed, has very 
great historic importance as one of Welington's oldest surviving civil 
engineering structures, one vital to the life and growth of the city. It was a 
major engineering achievement, utilising the best earth building technology 
of the time, and was so successful that it remains functional and in authentic 
condition to the present day, nearly 140 years after it was built. 

The detailed assessment of significance that follows is based on the criteria in 
Policy 20 of the proposed Regional Policy Statement 2010. 

4.1. Historic Values 
These relate to the history of a place and how it demonstrates important historical 
themes, events, people or experiences. 

The lower Karori Dam is a structure of great significance in the history of 
Wellington city. Although it was not the first municipal facility built to 
provide water in Wellington, it was the first dam and a huge investment in 
the future of the city. Without the security of supply that he dam provided, 
the city's development and the quality of the life of its citizens would have 
been significantly circumscribed. The city was able to build on this auspicious 
beginning, and grow the water supply to match demand. The dam's primary 
use for water provision lasted nearly 120 years. 



4.2. Physical Values 

Architectural Values 
The place is notable for its style, design, form, scale, materials, ornamentation, period, 
craftsmanship or other architectural values. 

The dam is a modest low-lying structure that has little visual impact. The 
architectural values of the complex centre on the valve tower, a structure 
which is an excellent example of the Gothic Revival style, providing a focal 
point - a landmark even - in the setting. For a humble engineering structure to 
be treated with such a high level of design is indicative of the importance that 
was attached to this major undertaking. 

Technological Values 
The place provides evidence of the history of technological development or 
demonstrates innovation or important methods of construction or design. 

The technological value of the darn structure is extremely high because of its 
earth construction, especially the use of a clay core and graded greywacke. Its 
survival as a useful structure for some 135 years, and alongside the 
Wellington earthquake fault line, is testament to its design and construction; 
it is able through study to provide technical information on state of the art 
earth dam construction of the 1870s. 

Integrity 
The significant physical values of the place have been largely unmodified. 

The whole of complex - dam, valve tower and boatshed - retain a high degree 
of authenticity, albeit with the immediate surroundings of fence and visitors 
centre impacting to some extent on the dam. 

Age 
The place is particularly old in the context of human occupation of the Wellington 
region. 

Construction of the dam started within 25 years of the first European 
settlement of Wellington. This structure can claim an extremely long 
association with the city. It is amongst the earliest surviving engineering 
structures of the region, and one of the few buildings or structures of its era 
still extant. 
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Group or Townscape Values 
The place is strongly associated with other natural or cultural features in the 
landscape or townscape, and/or contributes to the heritage values of a wider 
townscape or landscape setting, and/or it is a landmark. 

Townscape values derive from the natural bush setting of the complex, and in 
particular from the iconic feature of the valve tower. This is a Gothic Revival 
structure of strong character and presence in the area, much photographed 
and admired. Group values are also strong as the dam, tower and boatshed 
make a functionally inseparable trio of structures that complement each other 
visually. 

4.3. Social Values 

Sentiment 
The place has strong or special associations with a particular cultural group or 
community. 

As time goes by, the place holds special appeal for more and more people, 
especially supporters and visitors to the sanctuary; the complex forms the 
historic gateway to the sanctuary, and the tower especially is a visual focus of 
the area. 

Recognition 
The place is held in high public esteem for historic heritage values or contribution to 
the sense of identity of a community. 

The place is growing in the public interest, and is well known to those who 
use the sanctuary for education and recreation. The tower, being much 
photographed for its picturesque qualities, is widely known and appreciated. 

4.4. Surroundings 
The setting or context of the place contributes to an appreciation and understanding 
of its character, history and/or development. 

The setting, although modified on the downstream side of the dam, is 
sufficiently intact to allow a full understanding of this important part of the 
history and development of Wellington's water supply. 

4.5. Rarity 
The place is unique or rare within the district or region. 



This complex is very rare in the Wellington region. The only comparable earth 
dams in the region are the two small dams built to supply water to Porirua 
Hospital, the oldest of which dates to 1893. 

4.6. Representativeness 
The place is a good example of its type or era. 

The complex is an exceptional example of early town water supply 
technology in New Zealand, and of national importance. There are few other 
examples in the country - the Ross Creek No 1 earth dam in Dunedin (1865) is 
comparable in some respects. 

5.0 	Schedule information 
Regional plan reference: 

NZHPT Register: 	Register no. 7760, category I (supersedes previous 
registrations for water tower and boat shed) 

District Plan listing: 	Water tower and boatshed - Map 11 reference 168 

NZAA Site Record: 

Other: 	 IPENZ engineering heritage register, item 104 
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Photographs 

Lower Karori Dam from the car-park, showing the outer (northern) face of the dam 
and the predator-proof fence of Zealandia. 

7.0 	References 
NZHPT Register, online version accessed April 2012, at 
http:/ /www.historic.org.nz/TheRegister/RegisterSearch/RegisterResults . as 
px?RID=7750&m=advanced   

Brodie, James 1986, Terawhiti and the Goldfields, Karori Historical Society, 
Wellington 

Cooke, Peter, 2006, Our Water History - On Tap, Greater Wellington Regional 
Council, Wellington 

Lower Karori Dam - IPENZ Engineering Heritage - 
www.ipenz.org.nz/heritage/  itemdetail.cfm?itemid=104 



The upstream face of the Waterworks Dam, from the right bank, 2012 

Waterworks Dam 
Wainuiomata 

1884 



1.0 	Outline History 

1.1. History 

Although Wellington instituted its first public water reticulation system in 
1874 and commissioned the Karori Dam in 1878, the pace the city was 
growing meant that, almost immediately after the latter opened and despite 
the great increase in supply capacity, there were significant water shortages. 
Water was turned off at night and fines were imposed on water wastage? In a 
bid to find a way to alleviate the shortages, City Engineer James Baird and 
civil engineer William Clark investigated the possibility of damming the 
Wainuiomata River and piping the water 27 kilometres to the city.2  

The Wellington City Corporation asked the Government to reserve the 
watershed and bought a total of 3,400 hectares of land in the valley. In the 
meantime, the ongoing shortage of water led to several fires being left to burn 
in the city (including at the railway station). This course of events soon 
persuaded ratepayers to back the project and they made their support evident 
in a poll held on 20 August 1879. 3  

On 16 March 1883, George and William Baylis were contracted by the 
Wellington City Corporation to build an earth diversion dam in Sinclair 
Valley on the upper reaches of the Wainuiomata River. 4  The small dam has 
been described in comparison to modern dams as 'barely a dam at all'. 5  A 
cave-in (in 1883), poor access and several floods slowed the project. 6  On the 
very day the water was due to be turned on, 21 January 1884, heavy rains 
poured water into the dam and, under pressure, the wall suffered a major 
breach. This was repaired and the water was finally turned on from 10 May? 

The dam had a concrete-face wall with an earth filling and a spillway on the 
left bank. It was designed as both a reservoir and a settling pond for silt. The 
water flowed through a 1.9 kilometre concrete headrace to a pressure-
reducing well, where it dropped 18 metres and entered a 750 mm diameter 
pipeline. The pipeline passed through two tunnels under Dick's Hill and 

I  Cooke, Peter 2007, Water Supply in the Wellington Region 1867-2006, Greater Wellington 
Regional Council, Wellington p.10 
2  Ibid. 
3  Ibid. 

'Contract - Wainuiomata Dam, 1883-1885', Ref: 00002:3:164, Wellington City Archives 
5  Offer, Robert E. 1997, Walls for Water: Pioneer Dam Building in New Zealand, Dunmore Press, 
1997, p.37 
6  Morrison, Sally 1985, History of the Water Supply in the Wellington Region 1872-1985, 
Wellington Regional Council, Wellington, p.3 

Cooke p.10 
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Waiwhetu Hill to Gracefield; from there, 13 kilometres of pipeline was laid to 
the city.8  

The initial problems with the dam, along with bursting pipes in the supply 
line, clouded the success of the project. However, it was evident from events 
three years later when a disastrous fire broke out in Panama Street while the 
mains were temporarily turned off, how much the city relied upon the 
Wainuiomata waterworks. 

In 1902-03 a pipe replaced the open headrace. 9  The dam was superseded by 
the Morton Dam in 1911, but the old concrete spillway still remains in place. 

2.0 	Location 

2.1. Map 

Wainuiomata waterworks sites, image from Google Maps, 2012 

Key 
1. Waterworks dam and spillway 
2. Morton dam 
3. Orongorongo tunnel mouth (end of Reservoir Road) 

8  Ibid. 
9  Daley, James M. 1978, Hutt County Council Centenary 1877 -1977, Hutt County Council, 
Wainuiomata, p.185 
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2.2. Legal description 
Address, Reservoir Road, Wainuiomata. 

Legal description, 

Owner, 

3.0 	Physical Description 

3.1. Setting 
The Waterworks Dam has a beautiful pastoral setting in the relatively open 
valley that carries the Wainuiomata River. There is road access up to the dam 
from Homedale, a suburb of Wainuiomata, via Moore's Valley Road and 
Reservoir Road, through open farm country. The hills on either side of the 
valley are bush clad. Further up, beyond the Morton Dam, the original bush 
has not been milled and the headwaters of the river are in an untouched state. 

3.2. Waterworks dam 
The Waterworks Dam is an unusual structure of composite construction, 
being basically of earth construction, but with a vertical face on the upstream 
side of concrete. The dam has a curved shape in plan, with several distinct 
inlets; it is fairly low grade concrete, with variation of texture over its face. Its 
visible height today (see cover photo) is perhaps half its original height before 
its silting up. The crest and outer face of the dam are grassed. 

The dam still holds a large pool of water, though shallow, while at the left 
bank the river runs over a wide concrete spillway that descends in several 
steps to the natural bed of the river. This appears to have been lowered since 
the top of the spillway would originally have been level with the crest of the 
dam. There is modern fencing and a shed on the top of the dam too. 

The nearby area contains more modern water supply infrastructure, including 
the Morton Dam (superseded by the Te Marua lakes) and the mouth of the 
Orongorongo Tunnel, which is still an important component of the region's 
water supply system. 

3.3. Chronology, modifications 
date 	activity 

1884 	Dam commissioned, after a breach in the dam wall was repaired. 
1902 	A pipe replaced the open headrace. 
1911 	Dam de-commissioned with the opening of the Morton Darn. 
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4.0 	Evaluation of Significance 
This darn has high historic significance as the first major water supply project 
outside the city. Although not in use for a long period, being superseded by 
the Morton Dam in 1911, it was the forerunner of a number of schemes that 
have kept the capital city supported with a reliable and high quality water 
supply. The darn has technical interest for its earth and concrete construction, 
and for its early date. 

The detailed assessment of significance that follows is based on the criteria in 
Policy 20 of the proposed Regional Policy Statement 2010. 

4.1. Historic Values 

These relate to the history of a place and how it demonstrates important historical 
themes, events, people or experiences. 

The original Wainuiomata Darn was the first town water supply scheme with 
its source outside Wellington. It demonstrated the practicability of 
transporting water such a distance to the city and was the first of a series of 
increasingly complex projects that tapped water resources in the 
Orongorongo and Tararua Ranges. The darn was an ambitious project for a 
young city, but rapid population growth soon proved the value of the 
scheme. 

The Wellington City Corporation managed water projects for nearly 50 years 
and in that time undertook significant schemes that ensured the city met the 
ever-increasing demand for reticulated water. 

4.2. Physical Values 

Architectural Values 
The place is notable for its style, design, form, scale, materials, ornamentation, period, 
craftsmanship or other architectural values. 

The Waterworks Darn is quite a basic structure, of concrete and earth, but it 
has an interesting and aged character, and it blends easily into its 
surroundings, so that it has some aesthetic value. 

Technological Values 

The place provides evidence of the history of technological development or 
demonstrates innovation or important methods of construction or design. 

Technological values derive from the type of dam structure, it being an 
unusual composite of earth and concrete construction, and also from its 
relatively early date. 
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Integrity 
The significant physical values of the place have been largely unmodified. 

Although the dam has silted up, it remains much as it was when first 
constructed and can be considered to have a high level of physical integrity. 
The spillway is still functioning, although it is likely that was modified at the 
time of de-commissioning. However, due to the silting it barely appears as a 
dam today. 

Age 
The place is particularly old in the context of human occupation of the Wellington 
region. 

This is an early waterworks dam, the Lower Karori Dam being the only older 
one in the region, and the structure has some values of age. 

Group or Townscape Values 
The place is strongly associated with other natural or cultural features in the 
landscape or townscape, and/or contributes to the heritage values of a wider 
townscape or landscape setting, and/or it is a landmark. 

The shape and grass covering of the structure means the dam merges quite 
unobtrusively into a natural landscape. In the context of the valley, it benefits 
from its proximity and functional association with the Morton Dam upstream, 
illustrating the long history of the use of this area for water supply purposes. 

4.3. Social Values 

Sentiment 
The place has strong or special associations with a particular cultural group or 
community. 

The place holds no particular associations. 

Recognition 
The place is held in high public esteem for historic heritage values or contribution to 
the sense of identity of a community. 

The place is not high in public esteem. 



4.4. Surroundings 

The setting or context of the place contributes to an appreciation and understanding 
of its character, history and/or development. 

The natural setting is important to an understanding of the place, since the 
catchment for the water supply came from the Wainuiomata River and the 
clear bush streams of the surrounding landscape. 

4.5. Rarity 
The place is unique or rare within the district or region. 

The dam is rare in the region for its composite earth and concrete 
construction. 

4.6. Representativeness 
The place is a good example of its type or era. 

The Waterworks Dam is an interesting rather than good example of its type 
and age; it bears comparison with the Lower Karori Dam, although that 
structure is earlier by a decade and rather more substantial. 

5.0 	Schedule information 
Regional plan reference: 

NZHPT Register: 

District Plan listing: 

NZAA Site Record: 

Other: 



6.0 	Photographs 

The spillway of the dam at the left bank. 



Detail of the rough concrete to the inner face of the dam. 
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El 
The 1893 dam from upstream 

Dams 
Porirua Hospital 

1893 and 1912 



1.0 	Outline History 

1.1. History 

History of Porirua Hospital 
Formal provision for mental health care in the Wellington area began in 1844 
with the erection of a temporary wooden building for the insane, attached to 
the Wellington gaol. Under the Constitution of 1852, provincial councils were 
required to provide health services and the first permanent asylum in 
Wellington was established in Karori in 1854. 

Following a parliamentary inquiry into the Colony's mental asylums in the 
colony in 1871, accusations of cruelty and ill-treatment of patients at the 
Karori Lunatic Asylum led to the building of a new facility; known as the 
Mount View Asylum. It opened in 1873 and was situated on what is now the 
site of the Governor General's residence near the Basin Reserve. However as 
the population of the city increased so did the pressure on the facility. With 
the abolition of the Provincial Councils in 1876, mental health care became the 
responsibility of a new government department known as the Lunacy 
Department. 

In 1884 work began on a new asylum at Porirua, including a permanent water 
supply, which opened three years later; this remained the main place for 
psychiatric care in Wellington thereafter. In 1942 two large earthquakes in the 
Wellington region severely damaged the main hospital building, and in the 
following year it was demolished, leaving only F Ward as the last surviving 
ward. While new facilities were being built, the patients shifted to the 
government run Chateau Tongariro at Mount Ruapehu. 

From the 1940s new treatments were offered in New Zealand, including 
Porirua. This, combined with new attitudes to mental health, led to the 
decline in the need for large institutions. F Ward continued to provide 
accommodation for female patients until the 1970s when the ward closed. Not 
long after its closure F Ward was reopened as a museum to mental health. 

Water reservoirs 
The two dams were built on separate streams on the east side of Colonial 
Knob, both being tributaries of Mitchell's Stream which further down joins 
the Porirua Stream to flow into Porirua Harbour. According to Robert Offerl 
the two mass earth dams holding the reservoirs were similar (but on a smaller 

I Offer, Robert - "Walls of Water - Pioneer Dam Building in New Zealand" (Dunmore Press 
1997 pp 37-38) 
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scale) to the lower dam at Karori that supplied water to Wellington at that 
time. 

In 1893 a tract of land was purchased by the Porirua Asylum to construct a 
new waterworks system. This involved the construction of a water reservoir 
behind an earth dam near the foot of Colonial Knob. This reservoir was fed 
from the northeast stream of the catchment, which ran off the hills and led 
down the valley to the present Porirua tip. This was the first of two reservoirs 
to be built for the hospital, the second and larger reservoir was formed in 
1912. 

The first reservoir could hold 1,000,000 gallons of water (approximately 4.5 
million litres); this was gravity fed via an eight inch (200 mm bore) pipe to 
two large concrete water tanks that were built into the ground on high points 
of hospital land near the old Main Building (demolished in 1943). The 
concrete water tanks were filled in during the early 1970s when it was 
considered that they could be a danger to patients if they burst. 

The land around the reservoir was nearly all clear felled when the reservoir 
was constructed save for a stand of native bush that was preserved. 

Around 1905 following a typhoid fever epidemic at the hospital the water 
catchment area for the reservoir was fenced off to protect it from stock that 
could contaminate the water. Work was also undertaken at this time on the 
feeder pipe from the reservoir to protect it from the septic tank system. 
Additional work was done on filtration and other cleaning up of the supply. 
After a second typhoid outbreak in 1911, an inspection of the water system 
cleared it as a possible source of infection. 

By 1912, the hospital had increased to nearly 2,000 patients and staff and was 
effectively a "small township within the Borough of Porirua" (B D Hart, the 
Medical Superintendent of the day). The size of the hospital put considerable 
demand on the supply from the reservoir and the lack of water in dry seasons 
caused considerable anxiety for the hospital management. To increase the 
quantity and improve the security of the supply, a second reservoir was 
formed in that year on the south branch of the stream running off Colonial 
Knob to supplement the main reservoir. 

At the completion of the second reservoir, the water catchment area 
comprised 80 acres of securely fenced native bush as well as 200-300 acres of 
rough hill country that was used for grazing sheep and cattle. Because of the 
risk of contamination of the water the sheep were removed and the cattle 
restricted and 30 acres above the main reservoir, which was bare of 
vegetation, was planted in trees. These measures were deemed to greatly 
improve the water quality. 
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In 1932 Broken Hill Road was metalled to further protect the water quality. 
The grazing of cattle in the vicinity was a constant problem and in 1934 the 
whole of the catchment area was fenced to protect the existing bush and any 
new plantings. In 1935 a further 12,000 trees, mainly pines, were planted on 
the high country. 

In 1955 an adjoining area owned by a Mr Hooks was purchased to allow for 
more direct access to the water reservoirs and to undertake maintenance work 
on the water pipe. It also provided more land for running stock that helped 
subsidise the hospital, particularly as much of the former hospital farm was 
slated for State Housing development (and a large part of the former farm 
later ended up as Todd Park). 

The two reservoirs supplied the water for the hospital until the late 1950s and 
for many years provided a favourite walk for staff and patients. Although the 
reservoirs are now decommissioned for water supply, they remain a highlight 
in a popular local walk around the Colonial Knob area. 

Source: Porirua City Council Heritage Information Database; edited for this 
report by Russell Murray 

2.0 	Location 

2.1. Map 

Porirua Hospital Water Reservoirs, 1893 reservoir is the upper of the two. 
Image from Google Maps, 2012 
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2.2. Legal description 
The two dams are located within the Colonial Knob Scenic Reserve. 

Legal description, 

The two dams are owned by... 

3.0 	Physical Description 

3.1. Setting 
The two mass earth dams 2  are located in what is now the Colonial Knob 
Scenic Reserve, an area administered by the Department of Conservation. It 
lies adjacent to the Porirua Scenic Reserve, which is administered by Porirua 
City Council. These two reserves protect the most significant area of native 
forest left in the Tawa-Porirua Basin, located on the hills west of Tawa and 
Linden. The reservoirs are accessed off Broken Hill Road, perhaps a kilometre 
from the hospital site. The darns are set in regenerating bush, and accessed 
along a popular local walking track. 

3.2. Dams 
While both are now overgrown, the 1893 dam still holds a body of water, and 
the concrete fluming that forms the spillway is still intact and carrying water. 
There is a cylindrical concrete intake structure still intact, with the remains of 
a rail system joining it to the true right bank. The face of the dam has a 
concrete sheathing. 

The 1912 dam has been severely breached and perhaps half of it (on the true 
right side) remains; the bed of its lake is overgrown with the stream still 
flowing through it. Below both dams there are significant remains of concrete 
foundations supporting cast iron pipework that fed the water down the valley 
to the hospital. 

3.3. Chronology, modifications 
date 	activity 

1893 	First darn constructed, on northern stream 
1912 	Second dam constructed, on southern stream 
1950s Dams decommissioned 

2  Most of the following information is drawn directly from Williams, Wendy Hunter. Out of 
Mind Out of Sight - The Story of Porirna Hospital: Porirna Hospital Centennial 1887-1987, Porirua 
Hospital 1987 
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Source: Porirua City Council Heritage Information Database, edited for this 
report by Russell Murray. 

4.0 	Evaluation of Significance 
The two dams have high historic values for their long association with 
Porirua Hospital. The 1893 dam still retains a body of water and has high 
technical value, and rarity as one of the few surviving old earth dams in the 
Wellington region. 

The detailed assessment of significance that follows is based on the criteria in 
Policy 20 of the proposed Regional Policy Statement 2010. 

4.1. Historic Values 
These relate to the history of a place and how it demonstrates important historical 
themes, events, people or experiences. 

The dams have historic importance for their direct and longstanding 
association with the Porirua Hospital complex. Located on what was once 
Porirua Hospital farm land, the dams are an important indicator of the former 
extent of the hospital's physical presence in the area and show how self-
sufficient such facilities had to be in the days before public reticulated water 
was available. 

The dams have considerable significance for their role in facilitating the 
operation of the Porirua Hospital, which was one of the most important 
public facilities in Porirua for some 100 years. 

4.2. Physical Values 

Architectural Values 
The place is notable for its style, design, form, scale, materials, ornamentation, period, 
craftsmanship or other architectural values. 

The dams have very limited architectural values, since they are simple 
functional engineering structures, well rooted to the ground and, as earth 
dams, visually discreet. 

Technological Values 
The place provides evidence of the history of technological development or 
demonstrates innovation or important methods of construction or design. 

The technological value of the structures is quite high, especially of the 1893 
dam, which is still intact and holding back a body of water. This dam in 
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particular is relatively unmodified, so it stands as an important example of 
civil engineering design of the time. 

Integrity 
The significant physical values of the place have been largely unmodified. 

The integrity of the 1893 dam is relatively high, appearing to be complete 
even to the spillway, while the 1912 dam has been severely breached and 
although its original form can be imagined from what remains, it must be 
judged to have lost its integrity. Associated flumings and pipework exist for 
both dams, but in damaged form. 

Age 
The place is particularly old in the context of human occupation of the Wellington 
region. 

Both dams are more than 100 years old and have values of age. 

Group or Townscape Values 
The place is strongly associated with other natural or cultural features in the 
landscape or tozvnscape, and/or contributes to the heritage values of a wider 
townscape or landscape setting, and/or it is a landmark. 

The two dams and associated structures have some group value, as they are 
complimentary to each other, there are associated remnants such as concrete 
fluming and pipework, and there are still parts standing beyond the valley of 
the hospital that they served. The 1893 dam especially has landscape value as 
a man-made structure and lake in a beautiful bush setting. While close to 
buildings on the outskirts of Porirua City, the setting of the dams is entirely 
natural with no sign of human settlement. 

4.3. Social Values 

Sentiment 
The place has strong or special associations with a particular cultural group or 
community. 

Today there is little special associational value, although there are those 
locally who appreciate the natural environment of the dams and the walks in 
the area. 
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Recognition 
The place is held in high public esteem for historic heritage values or contribution to 
the sense of identity of a community. 

These dams are not well known in the community. 

4.4. Surroundings 
The setting or context of the place contributes to an appreciation and understanding 
of its character, history and/or development. 

The setting of the place is entirely complimentary to the darns, since it has 
remained largely untouched now for a long time. This is a consequence of the 
purpose of the dams and reservoirs, to supply pure water, so that the 
catchment needed to be kept fenced from stock and the bush cover re-
established where required and preserved. 

4.5. Rarity 
The place is unique or rare within the district or region. 

Gravity earth dams are a rare structural type in the region, the Lower Karori 
Dam being the only other one known to exist. The 1893 darn is still holding 
water and the spillway is still functioning, although in somewhat damaged 
condition. 

4.6. Representativeness 
The place is a good example of its type or era. 

The 1893 darn is a good example of a gravity earth dam, comparable (while of 
lesser age and on a smaller scale) to the lower Karori dam. 

5.0 	Schedule information 
Regional plan reference: 

NZHPT Register: 

District Plan listing: 

NZAA Site Record: 

Other: 



6.0 	Photographs 

Crest of the 1893 dam in the foreground, showing the concrete intake structure and a 
connecting structure of railway irons. 



Looking upstream from the crest of the 1893 dam. 
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Concrete  channelling  and cast  iron  pipe  below  the  1893  dam.  
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Looking upstream from the crest of the 1912 dam. 
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Downstream view of the Petone Woollen Mill weir 

Petone Woollen Mills Weir 
Korokoro Stream 

1903 



1.0 	Outline History 

1.1. History 
Until the late 19th century all woollen materials in New Zealand were 
imported from abroad, but the expanding population created a growing 
demand for locally made quality woollen clothing. Woollen mills were built 
throughout the country to manufacture woollen fabrics, blankets, flannels, 
tweeds, knitting yarn and hosiery for both the domestic and international 
markets. 

The Wellington Woollen Manufacturing Company was formed on June 1883. 
A site for the factory was chosen at Petone, at the lower reaches of the 
Korokoro River. The company brought out John Wolland's lease of the 
Britannia Flour Mill and 5.2 hectares of Maori land adjacent to the stream in 
1885,1  in part to assure a good supply of water to the mill. 

The original single storey brick mill building was designed by Wellington 
architect, Thomas Turnbull, and built by contractors Scoular & Archibald? It 
was designed to accommodate up to 200 mill workers.3  The factory's 
foundation stone was laid by the Premier, Robert Stout on 28 November 
1885.4  In addition to the main mill, a dye house, manager's house, and a totara 
dam and water-race were also constructed. The dam was designed by Civil 
Engineer Mr Clarke. It provided the water necessary for scouring and dyeing 
and to provide the steam to power the mill machinery, which was made by 
local firm William Cable and Sons.3  Keeping abreast with the latest 
technology, the dam later provided electricity for electric lighting throughout 
the factory. 6  The factory commenced manufacturing operations in August 
1886 and soon made a name for itself as a reputable manufacturer of quality 
woollen goods.7  

The factory enjoyed sole use of the river until 1902 when the Petone Borough 
Council approached the Mill to negotiate the joint utilisation of the Korokoro 
river water. The Council were seeking a pressurised water supply for the 
borough. Although this developed into a significant dispute that fractured 

Butterworth, Susan 1988, Petone: A History, Ray Richards Publisher, Petone, p.110 
2  'The Wellington Woollen Company's Works', Evening Post, 16 January 1886, p.2 
3  Thornton, Geoffrey G. 1982, New Zealand's Industrial Heritage, A.H. & A.W. Reed, Wellington 
p.86 
4  Butterworth, p.110 
5  Ibid. 
6  Ibid. 
7  'Wellington Woollen Manufacturing Company, Ltd', The Cyclopedia of New Zealand 
(accessed: 6 May 2010) www.nzetc.orgi tm/ scholarly/ tei-CycO1Cycl-tl-body-d4-d53-d35.html 
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relations between the Petone Borough Council and the Mill, the parties 
eventually reached a reluctant agreement in July 1902. 8  Finally resolving the 
issue required a special Act of Parliament to legitimise the Petone Borough 
Council's use of the Korokoro Stream and to formalise the nature of its 
compensation to the mill. The Mill agreed to allow the construction of the 
Korokoro Dam further upriver from which the Petone Borough Council 
would pipe potable water to Petone. A special Act of Parliament was passed 
to empower the Borough Council to compensate the mill for infringing on the 
mill's water rights.9  In return for taking water upstream, the Council agreed 
to construct a small second concrete dam lower on the river to provide a 
guaranteed flow of four and a half million litres of water a day for the mill, 
and to provide a gas engine at the mill to overcome water any shortages due 
to drought. 10  This new smaller dam replaced the Petone Wollen Mill Weir and 
provided a water supply for the mill, probably kept in use until it closed in 
1968. 

2.0 	Location 

2.1. Map 

Petone Woollen Mills Weir, image from Google Maps, 2012 

8  Malcolm, Kate with Ruth Mansell and others 2004, Calling Korokoro Home: A history of the hill 
- 1800-2003, Lower Hutt, p.81 
9  Ibid. p.44 
10  `Korokoro Dam: The Dam and the Man', (accessed: 6 July 2011), IPENZ Engineering 
Heritage  http:  /  /www.ipenz.org.nz/heritage/  korokoro dam.pdf 
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Key to Map 
1 	Korokoro Dam 	 3 	Spillway and railway iron 

structure associated with mills 
2 	Weir for woollen mills 

Korokoro Stream Weir; the houses are on Titiro Moana Road - image from 
Google Maps, 2012 

2.2. Legal description 
The dam is situated within the Belmont Regional Park. The best access to the 
dam is from the walking track that meanders up the valley from Cornish 
Street. 

Legal description, 

The weir is presently owned by... 

3.0 Physical Description 

3.1. Setting 
The setting of the Petone Woollen Mills weir is a narrow bush-covered valley, 
running in a southerly direction from the Belmont Hills. It is scrubby second-
growth bush (in contrast to relatively unmodified bush higher up the valley) 



and the areas of grass here and there suggest that the valley may have been 
grazed at one time. 

The Korokoro Stream has its headwaters well back in the hills of the Belmont 
Regional Park. It runs fast and clear down the valley, through surprisingly 
rough country, with little visible sign of the housing on the hills of Belmont 
high above the valley. A walking track winds its way up the valley, and there 
are the remains here and there of the water pipe from the Korokoro dam 
higher up. Access to the valley is from Cornish Street, on the true right of the 
stream, which is the site of the Petone Woollen Mills that the weir served. 

3.2. Weir 

The weir is a mass concrete structure, smoothly profiled, standing 
approximately three metres above the stream bed on the downstream side. It 
has been largely silted up on the upstream side, although a small pool 
remains. On the true right bank there is a spillway, which today takes all the 
water of the stream, while the intake structure is on the true left side. This 
consists of a steel grill and timber planking, now in damaged condition, and 
largely submerged by the build up of silt from successive floods. 

Downstream, not far from the site of the mills, is a structure of railway irons 
spanning across the stream. The function of this is not presently known, but it 
seems likely that it was associated with the mills. 

3.3. Chronology, modifications 
Date 	Activity 

1903 	Weir constructed for the Petone Woollen Mills. 

1968 	Factory closed. It seems likely that use of the weir was discontinued 
before this, although it was possibly still in use at this time. 

4.0 	Evaluation of Significance 
The weir at Korokoro is one of the few tangible reminders that survive of the 
Petone Woollen Mills, one of Petone's great industrial complexes and a 
lifeblood of the community through much of the 20th century. It is a well-
engineered, functional and unobtrusive man-made feature in a natural 
landscape of some beauty. 

The detailed assessment of significance that follows is based on the criteria in 
Policy 20 of the proposed Regional Policy Statement 2010. 



4.1. Historic Values 
These relate to the history of a place and how it demonstrates important historical 
themes, events, people or experiences. 

The weir at Korokoro is a small reminder of the mill that stood near the 
mouth of the stream for 80 years. Built in 1903, it was a key part of the mill's 
operation which was in turn part of the first generation of woollen mills built 
in New Zealand. The weir also highlights the nature of motive power in the 
early 20th century, a period when the mass provision of electricity was still 
some way off. 

The Petone Woollen Mill Company was a significant force in Petone's 
economy for 80 years. It gave work to many local people and helped establish 
the town as a major industrial area. 

4.2. Physical Values 

Architectural Values 
The place is notable for its style, design, form, scale, materials, ornamentation, period, 
craftsmanship or other architectural values. 

This basic concrete structure, well integrated into the stream bed and 
landscape, has a straightforward engineering logic to its design - meeting the 
functional need with absolutely no embellishment or superfluous features. It 
has value as a structure in the functional traditional, doing its job well and 
still sound (in its main structure) after some 110 years. 

Technological Values 
The place provides evidence of the history of technological development or 
demonstrates innovation or important methods of construction or design. 

The structure has technical value for its design in concrete, in a valley where 
access and construction was a significant challenge, and in a stream subject to 
flooding. It has met the technical challenge very well. 

Integrity 
The significant physical values of the place have been largely unmodified. 

The level of integrity is high, with all major components of the structure in 
place (albeit the intake structure is damaged). 



Age 
The place is particularly old in the context of human occupation of the Wellington 
region. 

The weir is over 100 years old and has some values of age associated with it. 

Group or Townscape Values 
The place is strongly associated with other natural or cultural features in the 
landscape or townscape, and/or contributes to the heritage values of a wider 
townscape or landscape setting, and/or it is a landmark. 

The weir has a strong and well-integrated association with a natural 
landscape of some rugged beauty. It has aged well and the weathered 
textures of its surfaces help it to blend with the surroundings. In the wider 
context of man-made structures, the weir benefits from the existence of the 
Korokoro dam further up the valley, built at the same time, and also remnants 
of the Woollen Mill itself near the mouth of the stream. 

4.3. Social Values 

Sentiment 
The place has strong or special associations with a particular cultural group or 
community. 

Little sentiment would be attached to this structure. 

Recognition 
The place is held in high public esteem for historic heritage values or contribution to 
the sense of identity of a community. 

There is unlikely to be much public recognition of the weir, other than from 
those who walk or run on the track up the valley. 

4.4. Surroundings 
The setting or context of the place contributes to an appreciation and understanding 
of its character, history and/or development. 

Apart from changing vegetation patterns in the valley, the setting of the weir 
is quite unchanged from the time of construction. Such authenticity of setting 
enhances the value of the place. 



4.5. Rarity 
The place is unique or rare within the district Or region. 

This is a rare, though far from unique, structure in the region. 

4.6. Representativeness 
The place is a good example of its type or era. 

The weir is a very good representative example of a quite distinct structural 
type. Comparable water intake weirs include three in the Orongorongo 
headwaters and one at Kaitoke, all of later date. 

5.0 	Schedule information 
Regional plan reference: 

NZHPT Register: 

District Plan listing: 

NZAA Site Record: 

Other: 
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6.0 	Photographs 

Viet' from downstream, spillway on the left. 

The intake structure above the weir, spillway on the right. 
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Spillway of the Korokoro Darn; note the foundation stone visible on the far left 

Water Supply Dam 
Korokoro Stream 

1903 



1.0 	Outline History 

1.1. History 
A prominent theme of New Zealand's early European history is the large 
number of severely damaging fires that broke out in towns, which often 
destroyed whole blocks of closely-built timber buildings. Petone too suffered 
this fate with a large conflagration in Victoria Street in 1900;1  even though an 
artesian water supply was available, it was "of little avail for fire-fighting" 
due to a lack of supply pressure. The next rate-payers loan poll for a better 
water supply was successful. 

The dam proposal quickly led to an early, bitter and politically divisive 
conflict over water allocation in the Hutt. The waters of the Korokoro stream 
were already in use by the Petone Woollen Mills, which had a totara timber 
dam on the lower reaches used to power a turbine at the mill; as part of 
setting up on the site, the mill company had procured land on both sides of 
the stream for some distance up the watercourse in order to ensure a secure 
supply. 

The Petone Borough Council explored every viable alternative; however, the 
best option, to take water from the Belmont Stream under a joint arrangement 
with the Lower Hutt Council, fell through under contentious circumstances, 
and the Petone Borough Council was left with no other option but to pursue 
the use of the Korokoro Stream. 2  

When the Petone Borough Council advanced the cause of damming the 
Korokoro Stream, legal action was threatened by the Mill to protect its use of 
the stream. The stresses of this action ultimately split the Petone Borough 
Council and left a long-standing enmity between the Petone and Lower Hutt 
authorities. 3  Eventually, to resolve the issue, a special Act of Parliament was 
arranged to legitimise the Petone Borough Council's use of the Korokoro 
Stream and to formalise the nature of its compensation to the mill. 

Under the terms of the agreement, the Petone Borough Council was to acquire 
all of the waters of the stream above a certain point, under the Public Works 
Act. The compensation involved the building of a small concrete weir in the 
lower reaches of the stream, with a guarantee of a minimum flow at this weir, 
and the provision of a gas engine at the mill to overcome any power shortages 
due to drought, along with water supply piping. 

Offer, R "Walls for Water", p.44 
2  Ibid. 
3  Butterworth, S, "Petone, a history", 032 
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The Korokoro Stream dam was engineered by Samuel Jickell, who was 
Borough Engineer to Petone from 1901 to 1904. He had previously been City 
Engineer to the Nelson City Council, advising there on a concrete dam for 
water supply. From the building of similar dams elsewhere in New Zealand 
in the following years (1904 onwards) it is clear that the use of mass concrete 
for dam building was topical among his contemporaries. 

The Borough records relevant to the dam are meagre but it appears a contract 
for a tramway to the dam was let in January 1903. The foundation stone was 
laid in April 1903, and the dam appears to have been commissioned in 1904. 
An underground settling tank was built nearby in 1907. 4  

This was not the first use of concrete for civil engineering structures in New 
Zealand. It had previously been employed for a variety of purposes that 
include diversion weirs for water supply and for wave protection on an 
earthen dam, for example. However, as far as is known, this small dam marks 
a significant transition in New Zealand dam building technology - from 
masonry to mass concrete. 

The water supply from the dam was never considered particularly 
satisfactory, and was supplemented from pumped artesian sources in 1932. 
The use of the dam was eventually discontinued in 1962P following the 
commissioning of the artesian pumping station in Buick Street. 

Source: IPENZ Engineering Heritage, online version viewed March 2012, at: 
http:/ /www.ipenz.org.nz/heritage/itemdetail.cfm?itemid=105,  and 
companion document "Korokoro Dam - The Dam and The Man", 
http:/ /www.ipenz.org.nz/heritage/korokoro  dam.pdf,  edited for this report 
by Russell Murray and Chris Cochran 

4  Butterworth, p.133 
5  Offer, p.44, although Butterworth gives 1968 
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2.0 	Location 

2.1. Map 

Korokoro Dam, image from Google Maps, 2012 

Key 
1 	Korokoro Dam 

2 	Weir for woollen mills 

3 	Spillway and railway iron structure associated with mills 

2.2. Legal description 
The dam is located within the Belmont Regional Park. 

Legal description, 

Ownership, 

3.0 	Physical Description 

3.1. Setting 
The setting of the Korokoro dam is a south-oriented bush-covered valley; it is 
largely second-growth bush, dense in places, with some open space and 
views out from around the dam itself. 

The Korokoro Stream has its headwaters well back in the hills of the Belmont 
Regional Park. It runs fast and clear down the valley, with little visible sign of 
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the housing on the hills of Belmont high above the valley. A walking track 
winds its way up the valley, past the Petone Woollen Mills weir where the 
country is more open, and into the bush below the dam. There are the 
remains here and there of the water pipe from the dam. Access to the valley is 
from Cornish Street, the site of the Petone Woollen Mills, or from several 
access points in the suburb of Belmont. 

3.2. Dam 

The Korokoro darn is believed to be the first concrete gravity dam in New 
Zealand. In this type of dam, the thrust of the water behind the dam is 
resisted by the weight of the darn. It is built of mass concrete, and runs in a 
straight line across the valley. The top of the dam is finished in brickwork, 
suggesting the incorporation of masonry was part of the original design. 

An essential feature of any dam is a means of bypassing floodwater without 
injury to the structure. The Korokoro darn has what is known as a "stepped" 
spillway, where the energy of the water is partially dissipated by successive 
drops at the steps. This is now the most interesting feature of the dam, with 
the stream cascading down the spillway in the manner of a waterfall. Only a 
shallow pool remains behind the dam, as it has almost fully silted up since its 
de-commissioning in 1962. There is a platform at the mid-point of the dam 
with the valve gear, and modern timber seats built especially to allow 
enjoyment of the bush and wildlife. 

An interesting feature is the foundation stone, laid on 25 April 1903, which is 
now inaccessible (and barely visible) on the wall of the spillway hard against 
the right bank. 

3.3. Chronology, modifications 
Date 	Activity 

1904 	Dam commissioned. 
1962 	Dam de-commissioned. 
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4.0 	Evaluation of Significance 
The Korokoro Dam is important as the first mass concrete gravity dam in 
New Zealand, giving it high historic and technological values. In addition, it 
is well integrated into a beautiful bush setting, with its spillway acting as an 
almost natural waterfall, so that the structure has strong aesthetic values. 

The detailed assessment of significance that follows is based on the criteria in 
Policy 20 of the proposed Regional Policy Statement 2010. 

4.1. Historic Values 
These relate to the history of a place and how it demonstrates important historical 
themes, events, people or experiences. 

The Korokoro Dam is a place of considerable local historic significance. It is 
the most substantial reminder of the Petone Borough Council's foray into 
water provision and it stands as one of the council's most significant 
achievements. The dam played a major role in the borough's water supply 
until its closure in 1962. Since that time the dam has played an increasingly 
visible role as an historic feature of the Korokoro Valley, a very popular walk. 

4.2. Physical Values 

Architectural Values 
The place is notable for its style, design, form, scale, materials, ornamentation, period, 
craftsmanship or other architectural values. 

The Korokoro Dam is an interesting engineering structure, simple in its form 
and appropriate to its purpose. The spillway in particular has a curved and 
stepped form that gives it a strong visual quality, and the structure has aged 
well in its bush setting. Yet it is a strictly functional structure, quite devoid of 
any mouldings or ornamentation. 

Technological Values 
The place provides evidence of the history of technological development or 
demonstrates innovation or important methods of construction or design. 

The technological value of the dam is high, as it is understood to be the first 
mass concrete gravity dam in New Zealand; it is a significant achievement in 
engineering design and construction, and has lasted well, even though not 
functioning today. 



Integrity 
The significant physical values of the place have been largely unmodified. 

The integrity of the dam is high, with the only modern modification being a 
timber viewing platform. 

Age 
The place is particularly old in the context of human occupation of the Wellington 
region. 

The dam is more than 100 years old; its age is significant in terms of the 
structure being the first of its type in the region. 

Group or Townscape Values 
The place is strongly associated with other natural or cultural features in the 
landscape or townscape, and/or contributes to the heritage values of a wider 
townscape or landscape setting, and/or it is a landmark. 

The structure is strongly integrated into a landscape of natural beauty; the 
lichens and mosses on its face, and the general aging and weathering of the 
structure means its fits well in the natural context. The pool enhances the 
natural setting, forming a nodal point in a complex of walking paths in the 
valley. The darn has an important group association with the Woollen Mills 
weir further downstream, and with remaining pipework that was the 
distribution system for water from the dam. 

4.3. Social Values 

Sentiment 

The place has strong or special associations with a particular cultural group or 
community. 

The place holds special appeal for a limited group of people, walkers in the 
Wellington hills, and perhaps to local people as well. 

Recognition 
The place is held in high public esteem for historic heritage values or contribution to 
the sense of identity of a community. 

The dam is well known to those who use the area for recreation, particularly 
walkers, but is otherwise not widely known 



4.4. Surroundings 
The setting or context of the place contributes to an appreciation and understanding 
of its character, history and/or development. 

The natural setting is essential to an understanding of the place, since the 
catchment for the water supply came from the clear bush streams of the 
surrounding landscape. 

4.5. Rarity 
The place is unique or rare within the district or region. 

The place has some rarity value as a mass concrete darn, there being few other 
comparable structures in the Wellington region, and all of those of different 
structural configurations or materials. 

4.6. Representativeness 
The place is a good example of its type or era. 

Although the Korokoro Stream darn is an early mass concrete darn, it may be 
the only one of its kind in the region, and as such it does not have particular 
values of representativeness. 

5.0 	Schedule information 
Regional plan reference: 

NZHPT Register: 

District Plan listing: 

NZAA Site Record: 

Other: 
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6.0 	Photographs 

Officals at the laying of the foundation stone for the Petone Waterworks, 25 April 
1903. Jickell in the background on the left. Alexander Turnbull Library Alfred Percy 
Godber Collection, ref APG-0071-1/2-G 

;VI 

 

The foundation stone, Alexander Turnbull Library Alfred Percy Godber Collection, 
ref A PG-0072-1/2-G 
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The foundation stone today, alongside the spillway. 

The whole of the spillway of the darn, from the viewing area below. 



The shallow pool impounded by the dam; the spillway is against the right bank. 

7.0 	References 
IPENZ Engineering Heritage, online version viewed March 2012, at: 
http://www.ipenz.org.nz/heritage/itemdetail.cfm?itemid=105,  and a 
companion document "Korokoro Dam - The Dam and The Man", 
http:/ /www.ipenz.org.nz/heritage/korokoro  dam.pdf 

"Walls for Water - Pioneer Dam Building in New Zealand", Robert Offer, 
Dunmore Press, Palmerston North, 1997 

"Petone - A History", Susan Butterworth, Petone Borough Council, 1988 
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Upper Karori Dam from the left bank abutment 

Upper Karori Dam 
1908 



1.0 	Outline History 

1.1. History 
Completed in 1908, the Upper Karori Dam lies across the Kaiwharawhara 
Stream in the upper south Kaiwharawhara valley. Built on what had been 
privately owned farmland, the dam was constructed to supplement the 
Wellington City water supply provided by the existing (Lower) Karori Dam 
(built in 1876), which had become inadequate due to the pressures of a 
growing population. 

Proposals for an extension of the Karori Waterworks had been put forward 
since 1900. It was not until 1904, however, that these proposals were accepted 
by ratepayers. Farmland was taken in the upper part of the Kaiwharawhara 
valley under the Public Works Act for the extension of the waterworks. This 
effectively ended farming in the Kaiwharawhara valley. Following the plans 
drawn up by the City Engineer W.H. Morton, the contractors Mitchell and 
King commenced construction in 1906. 

The Upper Karori Dam was built as a curved concrete gravity dam, the first 
large scale concrete gravity dam in New Zealand. The dam was built as a one 
volume mass (monolithic) concrete structure, without vertical joints as is done 
in the construction of modern dams. The concrete was used in an interesting 
way, with an inner core of low strength concrete encased in an outer layer of 
high strength concrete. 

There has been some modest alteration to the dam since the time of its 
construction. An additional source of water from Long Gully was pumped 
into the upper reservoir in 1945; the original cast iron pipes were replaced in 
1962, and in 1980 the spillway was reconstructed. In 1978, however, an 
engineer's report found that the dam was positioned precariously over the 
Wellington Fault, and that curve of the dam would provide limited stability 
against earthquake forces. The lake behind the dam was lowered, and in 1991 
the dam was decommissioned. Since then, the dam and its lake have become, 
like the lower dam, key features of the Karori Wildlife Sanctuary (now 
Zealandia), which opened in 1995. 

Source: NZHPT Register, online version, accessed March 2012, at: 
http:  / /  www.historic.org.nz/ TheRe&ister/ Re gisterSearch/ Re gisterResults. as 
px?RID=7749&m=advanced  



2.0 	Location 

2.1. Map 

Upper Karori Dam, image from Google Maps, 2012 

2.2. Legal description 
Lot 1 DP 313319 (CT 52413), Wellington Land District. 

Both of the Karori dams are located within Zealandia, and are owned by 
Wellington City Council. 

3.0 	Physical Description 

3.1. Setting 
The Upper Karori Dam has a beautiful bush setting deep inside the Zealandia, 
the Karori wildlife sancturary. It is set in the relatively open upper valley of 
the Kaiwharawhara Stream, and has a catchment of three or four small 
tributary streams flowing into the much-reduced lake held back by the dam. 
The land is mostly regenerating native bush but with some large exotic trees 
also part of the landscape, a reminder of the early farming in the valley. 
Below the dam, the stream runs through bush to the Lower Karori Dam. This 
is an important associated structure as the two dams were operated together 
to provide optimum storage and distribution. 

The dam is an easy 10-minute walk from the visitors centre at the entrance to 
Zealandia, which is situated at the end of Waiapu Road, Karori. 
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3.2. Dam 
The dam is a concrete arch structure with a length of 111.25 metres between 
abutments, a crest width of 1.52 metres and a spillway width of 6.1 metres. It 
forms a gentle and regular curve across the valley, in an approximate east - 
west orientation, to a constant radius of 91.44 metres and with a maximum 
height between the foundations and the crest of 24.71 metres? It has a vertical 
inner face and a steeply sloping outer face of high grade concrete, with the 
triangular core in low grade mass concrete. The boxing design is now very 
obvious on the outer face, as the construction joints have marked weeping 
stains. 

One can walk the crest of the darn to cross the valley, and there is a pipe 
handrail on either side to ensure safety. During the long time the dam was 
commissioned and the lake full, access to it was very limited, whereas today 
the crest of the darn is an integral part of the extensive path and track system 
of Zealandia. Part way across the darn there is a semi-circular platform with 
valve control gear, the name on the castings stating that they were 
manufactured by Glenfield and Kennedy Ltd, Kilmarnock. There are 
expansive views up and down the valley from the crest of the dam. 

3.3. Chronology, modifications 
date 	activity 

1876 - 1878 Lower earth darn constructed 
1908 - 1910 Upper concrete darn constructed 
1945 	Water pipes laid to pump water from the Long Gully branch of 

the South Karori Stream to supplement the upper reservoir 
1962 	Original cast iron pipes replaced 
1980 	Spillway reconstructed 
1991 	Dam decommissioned and substantially drained 

4.0 	Evaluation of Significance 
The Upper Karori Dam has strong historic value for its water supply role to 
the capital city for over 80 years. It has aesthetic value for its form, materials 
and beautiful bush setting, and high technical values for its design and 
construction. 

I Dimensions taken from drawing by Beca Carter Hollings and Ferner, 1978, in file 
X/25/04/11. 
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The detailed assessment of significance that follows is based on the criteria in 
Policy 20 of the proposed Regional Policy Statement 2010. 

4.1. Historic Values 
The Upper Karori Dam played a significant role in the history of water 
provision in Wellington. Along with the Wainuiomata Dam (1884) and the 
later Morton Dam (1910-11) it was built to augment the supply of the first 
Karori Dam, thereby ensuring that water supply grew to meet demand. The 
dam performed its role for nearly 80 years and although now 
decommissioned, it remains in use, retaining a small body of water, as one of 
the physical centrepieces of Zealandia. 

4.2. Physical Values 

Architectural Values 
The place is notable for its style, design, form, scale, materials, ornamentation, period, 
craftsmanship or other architectural values. 

The Upper Karori Dam is an elegant engineering structure, simple in its 
geometric form, appropriate to its purpose and with all parts simply shaped 
to serve their purpose as efficiently as possible. The form, scale and materials 
of the structure give it significant aesthetic value, with the colour and texture 
of the raw off-the-boxing concrete contributing as well. 

Technological Values 
The place provides evidence of the history of technological development or 
demonstrates innovation or important methods of construction or design. 

The technological value of the dam is high, as it is an early example of an arch 
darn in mass concrete and a significant achievement in engineering design 
and construction. The fact that it straddles the Wellington fault line and 
appears not to have suffered earthquake damage adds to the achievement in 
design. 

Integrity 

The significant physical values of the place have been largely unmodified. 

The integrity of the dam is very high, with modifications - the main one being 
the reconstruction of the spillway - being minor in the context of such a 
structure. The fact that it is still structurally sound after more than 100 years, 
albeit with it holding back a much-reduced lake, is significant too. Although 
de-commissioned, an understanding of its function is still easily possible 
today. 
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Age 
The place is particularly old in the context of human occupation of the Wellington 
region. 

Its age is significant in terms of the structure being an early example of a 
concrete arch dam (and much older than the other similar structure in the 
region, the Birchville dam). 

Group or Townscape Values 
The place is strongly associated with other natural or cultural features in the 
landscape or townscape, and/or contributes to the heritage values of a wider 
townscape or landscape setting, and/or it is a landmark. 

The structure is strongly integrated into a natural landscape of some natural 
beauty. The lake, though now small, enhances this natural setting, while the 
general aging of the structure means its fits well in the natural context. Its 
sheer size is surprising in the bush setting, giving the structure a landmark 
quality. 

4.3. Social Values 

Sentiment 
The place has strong or special associations with a particular cultural group or 
community. 

As time goes by, the place holds special appeal for more and more people, 
supporters of the sanctuary and those who enjoy the Wellington hills. 

Recognition 
The place is held in high public esteem for historic heritage values or contribution to 
the sense of identity of a community. 

The dam is well known to those who use Zealandia for education and 
recreation, but is otherwise not widely known. 

4.4. Surroundings 
The setting or context of the place contributes to an appreciation and understanding 
of its character, history and/or development. 

The natural setting is essential to an understanding of the place, since the 
catchment for the water supply was, in part, the clear bush streams of the 
upper reaches of the valley. Aside from the two dams and associated 
structures, there are no other man-made objects in the valley. 
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4.5. Rarity 
The place is unique or rare within the district or region. 

The place has rarity value, there being very few comparable structures in the 
Wellington region. 

4.6. Representativeness 
The place is a good example of its type or era. 

The Upper Karori Dam can be compared with the Birchville Dam, built some 
25 years later; both are very good examples of the structural type. The Upper 
Karori Dam is by far the larger and is more technically sophisticated. 

5.0 	Schedule information 
Regional plan reference: 

NZHPT Register: 	Register no. 7749, category II 

District Plan listing: 

NZAA Site Record: 

Other: 



6.0 Photographs 

Control gear on the top of the valve tower on the crest of the dam; the binoculars and 
platform are modern amenities of Zealandia. 

Looking down on the spillway at the right bank (eastern) end of the dam. 
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7.0 	References 
NZHPT Register, online version, accessed April 2012, at: 
http:/ /www.historic.org.nz/TheRegister/RegisterSearch/RegisterResults.as  
px?RID=7749&m=advanced  





Downstream side of the Morton Dam, from the left bank 

Morton Dam 
Wainuiomata 

1911 



1.0 	Outline History 

1.1. History 
The Wainuiomata River was first used as a water source for Wellington City 
in 1884, when the Wainuiomata Dam was opened on the upper reaches of the 
river. From this dam, water was piped to the Karori reservoir for distribution 
to the city. Wellington' rapid growth meant that the dam's capacity was soon 
insufficient to meet demand and by 1900 there were severe water shortages. 
City Engineer Richard Rounthwaite conceived the project that later became 
known as the Morton Dam, but it wasn't until 1904 that ratepayers endorsed 
the plan. Tenders were called in 1908. 1  

The Morton Dam was a significant project and preparation for the 
construction of the dam was particularly challenging. The stream was 
dammed and diverted at Solomon's Knob (which gave the dam its first 
unofficial title) and new roads and bridges were constructed over rugged 
terrain to provide access to the site. 2  

Initially, John O'Donnell and Co. won the tender, but withdrew in October 
1909 after admitting to making errors in its pricing. It also had to forfeit its 
£500 deposit, a considerable sum at the time.3  The Council then awarded the 
contract to Messers Mertin, Hurrell and Snaddon.4  The entire project cost 
approximately £50,000. 5  

The dam was constructed of reinforced concrete, made in cellular sections of 
slabs and buttresses. Buttress dams were commonly used by the Romans, but 
are uncommon in New Zealand- the Morton Dam is one of only two of this 
form in this country.6  

Upon completion in 1911, the dam was named the Morton Dam, after City 
Engineer W.H. Morton, in appreciation of his service and early backing of the 
project. The dam was completed in time to help fill new high level reservoirs 
in suburbs such as Brooklyn, Northland/Kelburn, and Roseneath, Melrose 

'Morton Buttress Dam of 1911', IPENZ Engineering Heritage of New Zealand, (accessed: 26 
April 2010)  http:/ /www.ipenz.org.nz/ heritage/ itemdetail.cfm?itemid=189 
2  'Morton Dam', Souvenir Booklet, Wellington Regional Council, Wellington, p.3 
3  Evening Post, 30 October 1908 p.8 
4  Mainuiomata Dam Contract, 1908', Ref: 00205:2:538, Wellington City Archives 
5  'Evening Post, 14 November 1911, p.4 
6  Offer, Robert E. 1997, Walls for Water: Pioneer Darn Building in New Zealand, Dunmore Press, 
1997; and Morrison, Sally 1985, History of the Water Supply in the Wellington Region 1872-1985, 
Wellington Regional Council, Wellington 
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and Wadestown, the latter three in 1911 (aided by new electrically-driven 
pumping stations)? 

A duplicate main, built primarily in case the older pipeline ever broke, was 
completed in 1912. It increased the supply of water from Wainuiomata by 
1,075 million litres in its first year.8  

After 77 years of service, the dam was superseded by the Te Marua Lakes 
scheme and decommissioned in 1988. A section of the spillway was removed 
but the most of the structure was left as a memorial to the dam's years of 
operation. Today the area is a popular spot for picnics. 

2.0 	Location 

2.1. Map 

Wainuiomata waterworks sites, image from Google Maps, 2012 

Key 
1. Waterworks dam and spillway (1884) 
2. Morton dam (1911) 
3. Orongorongo tunnel mouth (end of Reservoir Road) 

7  Cooke p.14 
8  Morrison, p.7 
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2.2. Legal description 
Address, Reservoir Road, Wainuiomata 

Legal description, 

Owner, 

3.0 	Physical Description 

3.1. Setting 
The Morton Dam has a beautiful pastoral and bush setting in the relatively 
open valley that carries the Wainuiomata River. There is road access up to the 
dam from Homedale, a suburb of Wainuiomata, via Moore's Valley Road and 
Reservoir Road, through open country; stretching up the valley beyond the 
dam the original bush has not been milled and the headwaters of the river are 
in an untouched state. 

3.2. Waterworks dam 
The Morton Darn has an interesting cellular structure, which is fully exposed 
on the downstream side as one approaches up the valley. It stretches right 
across the valley, 164 metres in length and some 12.5 metres high from the 
bed of the river to the overflow channel. It is known as a buttress dam- while 
gently sloping on the upstream side, the downstream side appears as a series 
of vertical fins that support the leading face of the dam; these are spaced at 
approximately 3.6 metre centres and impart a strong visual rhythm to the 
structure. Towards the west end there is a graceful spillway, although part of 
this has been removed to allow clear passage for the river. 

The whole structure is reinforced concrete, with boxing marks clearly evident 
to the buttresses, while the spillway is plastered. It held back a large lake that 
extended well up the valley, with a holding capacity of 485 million litres. 9 

 Today the lakebed is regenerating bush, and the river flows through a breach 
in the dam to the west of the remaining part of the spillway. 

The nearby area contains other significant water supply infrastructure, 
including the original Waterworks Dam (1884), which was superseded by the 
Morton Dam, and the mouth of the Orongorongo tunnel (1926), which is still 
a major component of the Wellington region's water supply system. 

9  Morrison, Sally 1985, History of the Water Supply in the Wellington Region 1872-1985, 
Wellington Regional Council, Wellington 
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3.3. Chronology, modifications 
date 	activity 

1911 	Morton Dam completed and commissioned. 
1912 	A duplicate main was completed and substantially increased the 

supply of water to Wellington. 
1988 	Dam de-commissioned, and a portion of the spillway was removed. 

4.0 	Evaluation of Significance 
The Morton Dam is significant in an engineering sense for being a rare 
example of a buttress dam (there may be just one other example in New 
Zealand). It is a visually interesting structure, well integrated into a valley of 
some natural beauty. It has historic importance for the role it played, over 77 
years, in ensuring a high quality water supply to Wellington. 

The detailed assessment of significance that follows is based on the criteria in 
Policy 20 of the proposed Regional Policy Statement 2010. 

4.1. Historic Values 
These relate to the history of a place and how it demonstrates important historical 
themes, events, people or experiences. 

Morton Dam is the second of the dams built on the Wainuiomata River, 
which was a significant source of water for Wellington city for over a century. 
The provision of potable water was one of the most consuming tasks for the 
city's administrators and one that led progressively further afield over time. 
Morton Dam was in use for 77 years, a significant period, and although it was 
augmented by successive new schemes it remained a reliable source until its 
decommissioning. The dam's name commemorates an important regional 
engineer W H Morton, Wellington City's Engineer from 1904, who was a 
driving force behind several water supply schemes for Wellington. 

4.2. Physical Values 

Architectural Values 
The place is notable for its style, design, form, scale, materials, ornamentation, period, 
craftsmanship or other architectural values. 

The form and scale of the Morton Darn make it an impressive structure in the 
landscape. The strong rhythmic division of the structural buttresses, the 
graceful curve of the spillway, and the raw surfaces of the concrete all 
combine to make this a visually interesting structure, and one of high 
architectural value. 
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Technological Values 
The place provides evidence of the history of technological development or 
demonstrates innovation or important methods of construction or design. 

The particular structural form chosen for the Morton Dam - the buttress dam 
- makes it especially interesting, since it is a very rare structural type in New 
Zealand. 

Integrity 
The significant physical values of the place have been largely unmodified. 

The integrity of the dam is reasonably high, although the breach in the wall 
has of course reduced this quality, as has the fact that it has now been de-
commissioned for over 20 years. 

Age 
The place is particularly old in the context of human occupation of the Wellington 
region. 

The dam is over 100 years old and it has some values of age. 

Group or Townscape Values 
The place is strongly associated with other natural or cultural features in the 
landscape or townscape, and/or contributes to the heritage values of a wider 
townscape or landscape setting, and/or it is a landmark. 

The structure is well integrated into a natural landscape of distinct beauty. 
Although a large-scale man-made element, its form and cellular structure give 
it an empathy with the natural environment. The general aging and 
weathering of the structure helps in this context too. 

4.3. Social Values 

Sentiment 
The place has strong or special associations with a particular cultural group or 
community. 

The place holds limited appeal since it is not well known and was inaccessible 
to the public for a long time; however, this is changing now that the dam is 
more accessible. 



Recognition 

The place is held in high public esteem for historic heritage values or contribution to 
the sense of identity of a community. 

The Morton Dam is not particularly well known in the region, although it is 
well regarded within the engineering fraternity for the technical interest of its 
design. The dam is likely to be well known to Wainuiomata residents and 
other users of the valley. 

4.4. Surroundings 
The setting or context of the place contributes to an appreciation and understanding 
of its character, history and/or development. 

The natural setting is essential to an understanding of the place, since the 
catchment for the water supply came from the Wainuiomata River and the 
clear bush streams of the surrounding landscape. 

4.5. Rarity 
The place is unique or rare within the district or region. 

While there are other concrete dams in the region, this place has rarity value, 
as there are no other darns built to this structural system in the Wellington 
region, and there may be just one other example in New Zealand. 

4.6. Representativeness 
The place is a good example of its type or era. 

The Morton Dam is an excellent example of a waterworks darn of the early 
20t11 century, but as the only one of its structural type in the region it does not 
have particular values of representativeness. 

5.0 	Schedule information 
Regional plan reference: 

NZHPT Register: 

District Plan listing: 

NZAA Site Record: 

Other: 



6.0 	Photographs 

Spillway of the darn; the river runs through the breach in the darn on the left. 



Detail of the spillway, with plastered finish. 
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The intake structure, viewed from the crest of the dam. 
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1.0 	Outline History 

1.1. History 
The Orongorongo Valley was developed as a water catchment to service the 
rapidly increasing population of Wellington in the 1920s. The project was 
based around a weir and intake at the river, but the construction of two 
tunnels was crucial to the success of the plan. Water was drawn from the 
Orongorongo River and gravity fed through pipes and two tunnels to 
Wainuiomata, from where it was piped to the Lower Karori Reservoir for the 
city water supply. It was designed to supply a population of well over 130,000 
people and anticipated to meet the needs of Wellingtonians for the following 
15 years. 1  

The scheme was devised and designed by William Morton, city engineer for 
the Wellington City Corporation. A significant loan, of £561,943, was taken 
out by the city to build the waterworks. The headworks and tunnels were 
built by a co-operative labour gang led by prominent unionist and later 
parliamentarian, Robert Semple. At the headworks in the Orongorongo 
Valley, construction of the shorter tunnel, plus 800 metres of pipe and an 
18 metre truss bridge, was completed in 1922. 2  

Work on the main tunnel began in October 1921. A 6.5 km track had to be cut 
just to get to the site of the eastern portal while materials and equipment were 
sledged up from the mouth of the Orongorongo Stream. Workers set up a 
camp at either end, with powerhouses using water turbines to power their 
drilling machines. The two camps were connected by telephone wires run 
over the hill suspended between tree branches. Labourers worked from both 
ends to dig a tunnel which would eventually meet in the middle. As they 
went the workers laid a 525 mm diameter pipe. They also laid a 610 mm (2- 
foot) gauge tramway which would allow the waterworks caretaker to operate 
a jigger to access the pipes and check the joints. The tunnel took two and a 
half years to build. The teams met in the middle on 23 February 1924, but it 
was March 1926 before the tunnel lining was completed and the tunnel truly 
finished.3  

The completed tunnel was two metres high, and 2.1 metres wide and 3.2 km 
long. At the time it was the second longest tunnel in New Zealand and in its 
1926-27 Yearbook, the Wellington City Corporation stated the tunnel to be the 

I  Cooke, Peter 2007, Water Supply in the Wellington Region 1867-2006, Greater Wellington 
Regional Council p.17 
2  Ibid. p.16 
3  Ibid. 
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largest work in connection with a water supply in Australasia. 4  The 
Orongorongo pipe, soon known as 'the 0-K main', was officially turned on on 
the 23rd of December 1926, two years after Morton's death. 5  

In 1927, the Wellington City Council transferred administration of the 
Orongorongo catchment to the newly created Water Supply Board P and later, 
in 1972, to the Wellington Regional Water Board (replaced in 1989 by the 
Wellington Regional Council). 

The 0-K main was progressively upgraded and replaced in stages from 1995 
onwards. That year the section from Moores Valley to the eastern portal of the 
Waiwhetu hill tunnel was lined in concrete. In 1997 work began on replacing 
the pipe between the Orongorongo intake and Wainuiomata treatment plant. 
It required a widening of the tunnel in parts because the new pipe and a new 
rail track had to be fitted in. 7  The pipe from the Orongorongo weir to the 
tunnel's eastern portal was replaced next and in 2004 the section from the 
western portal of the tunnel to the Wainuiomata treatment plant was 
completed. 8  

2.0 	Location 

2.1. Map 

Orongorongo Water Supply Complex - location map, 
Wainuiomata to the upper left (from Google Maps, 2012) 

4  Ibid. 
5  Ibid. p.17 
6  Ibid. p.I9 
7  Ibid. p.28 
8  Ibid. 
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Orongorongo Water Supply Complex - key map, 
image from Google Maps, 2012 - refer also to scheme plan on next page 

Key 
1 	Orongorongo River weir and intake 

2 	Big Huia Creek intake 

3 	Little Huia Creek intake 

4 	Tunnel 1 

5 	Tunnel 2, to Wainuiomata 

6 	Telephone Creek intake 

Tunnel 1 simply cuts out a bend in the river, running to the left (west) of the 
"4" on the map; the mouth is roughly where this meets the river. 

Tunnel 2 runs 3km north through the main hills to outlet in Wainuiomata 
near the Morton Dam, the dashed line shows the approximate route. 
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2.2. Legal description 
Address, headwaters of the Orongorongo River. 

Legal description, 

Owner, 

3.0 	Physical Description 

3.1. Setting 
This water supply complex is located in the headwaters of the Orongorongo 
River, and is located within the Wainuiomata/Orongorongo Water Collection 
Area9 . At this point, the river runs in a deep and steep-sided valley, clothed in 
dense bush; several creeks join the main river just below the weir, and these 
too drain steep-sided valleys. A well-formed track connects the various 
structures, and there is one open grassy flat in a bend in the river that was the 
site of the caretaker's cottage. 

3.2. Headworks 
The major element of the complex is the concrete weir on the Orongorongo 
River. This is a solid and rugged structure, 3.7 metres high with a smooth 
crest and punctuated by several holes. Alongside it is the intake structure 

9 see www.gw.govt.nz/wainuiomata-orongorongo-water-collection-area/  
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itself, a cavernous structure, supported on concrete columns (with some 
recent reinforcing columns in steel). At 260 metres above sea level, it is 
elevated enough for the water to flow by gravity all the way to Karori. 

From the weir, a 525 mm diameter pipe leads down the valley. It runs 
through Tunnel 1, a comparatively short tunnel of 103 metres, which cuts off 
a sharp corner in the bed of the river. Further down the valley, it crosses to 
the right bank of the river and runs in to the eastern portal of Tunnel 2. This is 
the main tunnel, which is 3,206 metres long and comes out near George 
Stream, a tributary of the Wainuiomata River. Each tunnel portal is inscribed 
'WWW, 1924' for Wellington Water Works. 

The main supply from the Orongorongo River is supplemented by water 
taken from three creeks on the right bank just below the main weir - Little 
Huia Creek, Big Huia Creek and Telephone Creek, with a small weir and an 
intake structure at each creek. These have pipes that connect into the main 
pipe from the Orongorongo weir. 

3.3. Chronology, modifications 
date 	Activity 

1922 	Headworks completed at Orongorongo valley 
1926 	Tunnel completed and supply officially turned on 
1995 - 2004 	Orongorongo main pipe and tunnel progressively upgraded 

1995 - Section from Moores Valley to the eastern portal of the 
Waiwhetu hill tunnel lined in concrete 
1997 - Section of pipe between the Orongorongo intake and 
Wainuiomata treatment plant replaced 
The pipe from the Orongorongo weir to the tunnel's eastern 
portal replaced 

2004 - Renewal of section of pipe from the western portal of 
the tunnel to the Wainuiomata treatment plant completed 



4.0 	Evaluation of Significance 
The Orongorongo water supply complex is a very significant engineering 
achievement of the 1920s, giving Wellington an assured and high quality 
water supply, and one that still operates today. William Morton, engineer and 
Robert Semple, contractor and later politician, are two famous names 
commemorated by this complex. 

The detailed assessment of significance that follows is based on the criteria in 
Policy 20 of the proposed Regional Policy Statement 2010. 

4.1. Historic Values 

These relate to the history of a place and how it demonstrates important historical 
themes, events, people or experiences. 

Provision of water has occupied Wellington city's administrators since the 
establishment of the city. To keep ahead of the city's ever increasing demand 
for water, the Wellington City Corporation had to go increasingly further 
afield for an adequate source of water supply. Extraction of water from the 
Orongorongo Valley was a difficult and expensive exercise and by far the 
most challenging of the water schemes undertaken to that point. The 
successful completion of the work was due to sheer human endeavour. The 
turning on of the Orongorongo water supply scheme on 23 December 1923 
was therefore a significant event in the history of water provision in 
Wellington. 

The Wellington City Corporation took the lead in water provision in 
Wellington for nearly 50 years and in that time undertook significant schemes 
that ensured the water supply kept up with the ever-increasing demand for 
water. City Engineer William Morton was a pivotal figure in designing, 
promoting and managing several water schemes, of which Orongorongo was 
the most challenging and significant. Semple later became Minister of Public 
Works in the 1935 Labour government. 

4.2. Physical Values 

Architectural Values 
The place is notable for its style, design, form, scale, materials, ornamentation, period, 
craftsmanship or other architectural values. 

The architectural values of this complex of structures are modest, although 
they are interesting engineering structures, simple in their form and 
appropriate to their purpose. The structures have aged well in their bush 
settings. 
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Technological Values 
The place provides evidence of the history of technological development or 
demonstrates innovation or important methods of construction or design. 

The technological value of the complex, and of the main tunnel in particular, 
is high, as it is a significant engineering achievement of the 1920s. It has lasted 
well, and remains functioning today in its original purpose after some 90 
years. 

Integrity 
The significant physical values of the place have been largely unmodified. 

The integrity of the complex is high, with modern strengthening and 
replacement of components haying been undertaken, but with the basic 
infrastructure unaltered. 

Age 
The place is particularly old in the context of human occupation of the Wellington 
region. 

The complex is comparatively modern work, and there are no special values 
associated with the age of the complex. 

Group or Townscape Values 
The place is strongly associated with other natural or cultural features in the 
landscape or townscape, and/or contributes to the heritage values of a wider 
tozvnscape or landscape setting, and/or it is a landmark. 

The group value of the components that make up the complex is very high. 
The four weirs, two tunnels, including tracks and turntables, and pipe-work 
with associated valves make up an integrated whole that is of great technical 
and engineering interest. The bush setting is one of great natural beauty. 

4.3. Social Values 

Sentiment 
The place has strong or special associations with a particular cultural group or 
community. 

There is little sentiment value that could be ascribed to the complex. 



Recognition 
The place is held in high public esteem for historic heritage values or contribution to 
the sense of identity of a community. 

Public knowledge of the complex is low, largely due to its relatively 
inaccessible location. 

4.4. Surroundings 

The setting or context of the place contributes to an appreciation and understanding 
of its character, history and/or development. 

The surroundings are vital to an understanding of how this water supply 
complex was built and operates today, so deeply embedded is it in the 
landscape. 

4.5. Rarity 
The place is unique or rare within the district or region. 

Given the complexity of the place, with its many inter-related components, it 
could be assessed as unique. No other water gathering structures in the 
region are comparable. 

4.6. Representativeness 
The place is a good example of its type or era. 

The collection of Orongorongo intake structures comprises an excellent 
example of its type and time, although in the absence of directly comparable 
structures, it does not have particular values of representativeness. Kaitoke 
would be the nearest comparable example, dating from the 1920s and 
restricted just to one intake weir. 

5.0 	Schedule information 
Regional plan reference: 

NZHPT Register: 

District Plan listing: 

NZAA Site Record: 

Other: 
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6.0 	Photographs 

Orongorongo River zveir from downstream. See 1 on aerial photo. 

Concrete intake structure (with additional steel posts reinforcing the structure) 
alongside the weir; see cover photo for the exterior form, 2012 



Weir on Big Huia Creek. See 2 on aerial photo. 

Weir on Little Huia Creek. See 3 on aerial photo. 



Typical length of the main pipe on the left bank of the river. 

Western portal of Tunnel 1. See 4 on aerial photo. 
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Eastern (Orongorongo) portal of the main tunnel. See 5 on aerial photo. 

7.0 	Sources 
Cooke, Peter 2007, Water Supply in the Wellington Region 1867-2006, Greater 
Wellington Regional Council, Wellington 

'History of the Valley', (accessed: 15 July 2011) 
http:/ /orongorongo.wellington.net.nz/history  of the valley1.htm 

Morrison, Sally 1985, History of the Water Supply in the Wellington Region 1872- 
1985, Wellington Regional Council, Wellington 

'Wainuiomata/Orongorongo Water Collection Area', Greater Wellington 
Regional Council, (accessed: 15 July 2011) 
http:/ /www.gw.govt.nz/wainuiomata-orongorongo-water-collection-area/   





The Kaitoke waterworks weir, from downstream, 2012 

Kaitoke Water Works Weir 
1946 - 1957 



1.0 	Outline History 

1.1. History 
The concrete gravity intake weir at Kaitoke was built as part of the Kaitoke 
Water Works Scheme, a major project to provide water to the wider 
Wellington region which was completed in 1957. 

The Labour government agreed to collaborate with the Wellington City and 
Suburban Water Supply Board on the construction of the Kaitoke Water 
Works Scheme. In 1946 the Ministry of Works took over the design and 
construction of the scheme to the requirements of the Board. The project was 
overseen by both the Ministry of Works Engineer-in-Chief and the City 
Engineer for the Board. The scheme was financed by the Ministry of Works, 
which provided materials and labour; the labour operated under a co-
operative contract system. 

Construction of the low concrete gravity weir - 38 metres wide and eight 
metres high - proved challenging. There was no room for a bypass tunnel in 
the narrow gorge, the river was subject to periodic flash flooding and the 
workers found the confined space difficult to work in. The design of the 
scheme raised the normal water level by four metres so it could flow into a 
tunnel that crossed the river on a flume bridge further downstream. The 
water was then fed into a treatment plant and from there through a 2.8 
kilometre long tunnel to a chamber at the foot of the hills on the Upper Hutt 
side. From there it was piped to the Karori Terminal Reservoir where it was 
reticulated to the whole Wellington area. 

Although the scheme was not finally completed until April 1957, water began 
flowing in 1954, firstly to Upper Hutt, then Trentham and various other Hutt 
and Porirua localities thereafter. It allowed some communities to do away 
with existing unsatisfactory local water supply schemes. When completed, 
the extensive scheme included six tunnels, 54 km of main pipeline, 12 km of 
branch lines, 10 reservoirs and two pumping stations. 1  

Despite the construction challenges, the scheme was very successful. Capacity 
was initially 50 million litres per day and the water was piped to consumers 
in different quantities. Half (25 million litres per day) was piped to 
Wellington. The rest was piped to Upper Hutt, Makara County (subsumed 
into Porirua in 1962) and Hutt County. The scheme was initially 

' Cooke, Peter 2007, 'Water Supply in the Wellington Region 1867-2006', Greater Wellington 
Regional Council, Wellington p.24 
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commissioned and operated by the Ministry of Works, before being formally 
handed over to the Water Supply Board on 1 April 1957.2  

Changes were made to the scheme over time, including several extensions to 
the project while it was still under construction. In 1958 a turbinator was 
installed at the headworks to measure dirt particles in the water. From 1965 
the flow of water was chlorinated and fluoridated at Kaitoke until Te Marua 
took over this function in 1990.3  

Today the Kaitoke weir is close to a popular spot for picnics and walks, while 
its water continues to be piped to the region's homes. 

2.0 	Location 

2.1. Map 

Kaitoke water works weir, image from Google Maps, 2012 

2.2. Legal description 
Address, 

Legal description, 

Owner, 

2  Ibid. 
3  Ibid. 
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3.0 	Physical Description 

3.1. Setting 
The Kaitoke weir is located in the headwaters of the Hutt River. At this point, 
the river runs in a deep and steep-sided valley, clothed in dense bush; despite 
this, there is road access to the weir. The road leaves State Highway 2 and 
follows alongside the Pakuratahi River, past its confluence with the Hutt 
River, and continues on the left bank of the Hutt up to the weir, where it 
finishes. There is no access beyond the weir, which is reserved as water 
catchment area. 

The adjacent picnic and camping areas, and the walking tracks, are part of the 
Kaitoke Regional Park. 

3.2. Weir 
The weir is a solid concrete structure, some 7 metres high above the water at 
its base, with a smooth crest, contoured outer face and sill spanning the full 
width of the riverbed, some 38 metres. The weir has a chamber running the 
full width, and this provides access to the valves and penstocks used to 
control the flow of water. On the left bank, well above the river, stands the 
weir house with an access shaft down to the weir and to the chamber. 

The intake structure is near the right bank; this is triangular in shape and rises 
above the normal water level, with grills on either side. It feeds water via 
penstocks and two chambers into the pipe that disappears directly into the 
hillside at the right abutment. 

3.3. Chronology, modifications 
date 	activity 

1954 	First water supply flows from scheme works 
1957 	Water scheme completed 



4.0 	Evaluation of Significance 
The Kaitoke Water Works is an important water provision scheme that has 
been operating and supplying potable water to the Wellington region for over 
50 years. It was technically difficult to build, and it merges unobtrusively into 
the river in its natural bush setting. 

The criteria for this assessment of significance are taken from policy 20 of the 
proposed Regional Policy Statement (GWRC 2009). 

4.1. Historic Values 
These relate to the history of a place and how it demonstrates important historical 
themes, events, people or experiences. 

Water provision in the Wellington region has had a lengthy and important 
history dating back to the 1860s. The construction of the water works at 
Kaitoke was another significant step in the effort to meet the region's ever-
growing water needs. The development of this strong and reliable source 
allowed small local water schemes to be retired in some parts of the region. 
Kaitoke continues to supply Wellington water. 

The Wellington City and Suburban Water Supply Board was a regionally 
based organisation, founded by statute in 1927, which provided water 
services to the wider Wellington area. It was a precursor of the Wellington 
Regional Council and was the significant player in water provision for 50 
years, helping to build some ambitious but vital infrastructure for the region. 

4.2. Physical Values 

Architectural Values 
The place is notable for its style, design, form, scale, materials, ornamentation, period, 
craftsmanship or other architectural values. 

The architectural value of the structure is modest, although it is an 
engineering structure that is simple in form and appropriate to the purpose. 
The structure is largely in the water; the surroundings provide a natural bush 
setting, and it merges discreetly into this natural environment. 



Technological Values 
The place provides evidence of the history of technological development or 
demonstrates innovation or important methods of construction or design. 

The technological value of the weir derives from the difficult engineering 
challenge that its design and construction presented. It has operated 
efficiently now for over 50 years. 

Integrity 
The significant physical values of the place have been largely unmodified. 

The integrity of the weir is high, with no apparent alterations. 

Age 
The place is particularly old in the context of human occupation of the Wellington 
region. 

The weir is a comparatively modern structure, and it has no particular value 
of age associated with it. 

Group or Townscape Values 
The place is strongly associated with other natural or cultural features in the 
landscape or townscape, and/or contributes to the heritage values of a wider 
townscape or landscape setting, and/or it is a landmark. 

The bush and river setting of the weir is one of great natural beauty. 
Associated structures (pipeline, tunnels, treatment plant etc) are physically 
separate from the weir, but form an integrated whole in a functional sense. 

4.3. Social Values 

Sentiment 
The place has strong or special associations with a particular cultural group or 
community. 

There is little sentimental value that could be ascribed to the weir, although 
the park that it is a part of is well patronised and much enjoyed by many 
people in the region. It is a good destination for a short walk from a popular 
picnic area. 

Recognition 
The place is held in high public esteem for historic heritage values or contribution to 
the sense of identity of a community. 

Public esteem for this weir, as for many similar engineering structures, is low. 
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4.4. Surroundings 
The setting or context of the place contributes to an appreciation and understanding 
of its character, history and/or development. 

The setting of the weir is fundamental to an understanding of how the weir 
was built (and why this was such an engineering challenge, given the 
confines of the site). The structure is deeply embedded in the landscape. 

4.5. Rarity 
The place is unique or rare within the district or region. 

There are several comparable examples in the region, and the Kaitoke weir 
does not have particular values of rarity. The Orongorongo weir, and three 
other associated weirs nearby in the Wainuiomata catchment were built 30 
years earlier for the same water supply purpose. 

4.6. Representativeness 
The place is a good example of its type or era. 

The Kaitoke weir is a very good representative structure of its type and age. 

5.0 	Schedule information 
Regional plan reference: 

NZHPT Register: 

District Plan listing: 

NZAA Site Record: 

Other: 



6.0 	Photographs 

View from directly above the weir, from the road on the left bank. 
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Upper reservoir and spillway, 2012 

Hydroelectric Power Scheme 
Kourarau Valley 

1924 



1.0 	Outline History 

1.1. History 
The Kourarau Hydroelectric Power Scheme, built in the Kourarau Stream 
valley and commissioned in 1924, was the first publicly owned hydroelectric 
power scheme in the Wellington Province. 

When the Electric Power Boards Act was passed in 1918, hydroelectric power 
generation became part of the government's functions. Prior to this Act, 
hydroelectric power schemes had been private initiatives or small-scale 
ventures. The Act set in motion the development of large-scale commercial 
schemes, such as Arapuni, completed in 1929. 

Although some preliminary investigation of the hydro power potential of the 
Wairarapa rivers had been carried out in 1916, the Kourarau scheme has its 
origins in March 1920, when the Wairarapa Electricity Power Board was 
formally constituted to build the infrastructure needed to bring electricity to 
the homes and businesses of the people of the Wairarapa. 

Prominent Wairarapa settlers and successful farmers, Sir Walter Buchanan 
(1838-1924) and William Henry Beetham (1837-1925) were advocates for and 
made land available for construction of the Kourarau scheme. The Power 
Board secured a loan of £260,000 and set about finding a design engineer. In 
1922, Harry Richard Climie (1884-1961) a distinguished engineer responsible 
for hydroelectric systems and electricity reticulation throughout New 
Zealand, was appointed to engaged and Climie's firm (H W Climie and Son) 
oversaw the design, construction and commissioning of the scheme. 

The first stage of the scheme - the completion of Power House A, lower 
reservoir, spillway, surge tower no.1 and pipelines - was opened on 
20 December 1923, by a party of dignitaries including the Minister of Labour, 
George Anderson, the chairman of the power board and Sir Walter Buchanan. 
The station was formally commissioned in 1924, with completion of the lower 
(A) dam and the powerhouse. The second stage - commenced operation in 
1925, after the upper (B) dam and power station were commissioned. The 
scheme generated up to 1 megawatt and initially supplied 235 customers. 

Kourarau heralded a new age of service and consumption, and was pivotal in 
initiating the reticulation of electricity in the Wairarapa. While it was soon 
supplanted with power feeds from other parts of the country, particularly 
Mangahao (1925) and Waikaremoana (1929), the scheme played a vital role in 
assuring the security of supply for major companies and facilities in the 
Wairarapa, including the Waingawa Freezing Works and the Masterton 
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Hospital. As power became available from the developing national grid the 
Kourarau stations took on the role of reducing the Wairarapa Power Board's 
peak demand on the State system, until in 1930 agreement was reached to 
feed power from Kourarau into the national grid. 

The Kourarau Scheme had to weather a number of catastrophic events over 
the years, starting with a flash flood in 1924 that disabled Powerhouse A and 
breached the lower reservoir, taking the whole scheme off-line for months. In 
1934 a severe hurricane dislocated the whole of the distribution system. The 
1942 Wairarapa earthquake caused the concrete Surge Tower No. 1 to bend 
over and begin leaking during the upheaval, and urgent repairs were 
required to strengthen it. A catastrophic flood in April 2005 saw the Kourarau 
Stream once again flood Powerhouse A, leaving it covered in silt and debris. 

In 2006 work to stabilise the hillside was carried out after cracks appeared in 
the penstock and water was reported coming down the hillside. The 75-year 
old concrete penstock was found to be in excellent condition but work was 
required to repair an area of undermining at the penstock's footing. It was 
only the third time in its operational history that the scheme needed to be 
shut down so repairs could be made. In 2010 an upgrade of the upper dam 
and spillway was undertaken with the construction of an auxiliary spillway 
to augment discharge capacity and improvements were made to public access 
to the reservoir, with a new car-park adjacent near the spillway; the spillway 
of the lower reservoir was also upgraded. 

During the economic reforms of the 1980s and 90s electricity distribution, 
generation and supply changed in the Wairarapa. The Wairarapa Electricity 
Power Board was formed into Wairarapa Electricity Limited in 1993. At this 
time that the Kourarau Scheme was sold to the State Owned Enterprise, 
Genesis Energy Limited, who utilised and maintained the scheme for over 15 
years. In January 2011 Genesis Energy transferred the Kourarau scheme to the 
Tararua Foundation Incorporated, a charitable trust managed by Trust House 
Limited, in February 2011. 

The scheme continues to supply power today to the national grid using its 
original machinery, and now, once again in community ownership, it has 
come full circle to its origins. 

Source: NZHPT Register, online version, viewed March 2012, at: 
http:  / /  www.historic.org.nz/ TheRegister/ RegisterSearch/ RegisterResults. as 
px?RID=7814,  edited for this report by Russell Murray and Michael Kelly 



2.0 	Location 

2.1. Map 

Kourarau Hydroelectric Scheme, image from Google Maps 2012 - see key 
below for identification of the main components 

Kourarau dams, image from Google Maps, 2012, see key 

Key 
1 Upper reservoir 4 Lower reservoir 
2 Surge tower 2 5 Surge tower 1 
3 Powerhouse B 6 Powerhouse A 



The power scheme runs through several kilometres of the Kourarau Valley. 
The two dams are accessed off Tupurupuru-Te Wharau Road; the lower (A) 
power station is accessed through private land on the Tupurupuru Station, off 
Buchanan's Road. 

2.2. Legal description 
Lot 1 DP 6368 (CT WN357/228); Lot 1 DP 6369 (CT WN357/226); Lots 1-2 DP 
7552 and Pt Lot 1 DP 6367 (CT WN357/227); Lots 1 and 2 DP 8639 (CT 
WN389/251); Lot 3, 6 DP 8639 (CT WN404/182); Lot 4 DP 8639 (CT 
WN421/128); Lot 5 DP 8639 (CT WN404/69); Wellington Land District. 

The hydroelectric scheme is owned by the Tararua Foundation Incorporated, 
a charitable trust that is managed by Trust House Limited. 

3.0 	Physical Description 

3.1. Setting 
The Kourarau Hydroelectric Power Scheme is nestled into the Kourarau 
Valley, in the hilly rural landscape of the Maungaraki Ranges, near 
Gladstone. The main run of the valley declines to the west, and opens out as it 
runs to expansive views across the Wairarapa to the Rimutaka Ranges in the 
far distance. 

As the main components of the scheme are distributed over a long distance, 
they each have quite different individual settings. Powerhouse A is elevated 
above the banks of the stream in an open setting on the valley floor far below 
the rest of the scheme; the lower reservoir is nestled into the bush in a tight 
section of the upper valley, with the powerhouse overlooking the reservoir 
and tucked in to the shoulder of the hill; the upper reservoir sits in a broad 
open rural area near the tops of the hills. 

Surge tower 1 is a singularly prominent element of the scheme, and can be 
seen from great distances throughout the central Wairarapa. 

3.2. Power Scheme 
The Kourarau Hydroelectric Power Scheme extends over 3.5 kilometres in 
plan, from the top reservoir to Powerhouse A; the water falls a total of 219 m 
from the upper reservoir to the discharge point at the lower powerhouse. The 
scheme consists of two separate small power stations, fed by two separate 
reservoirs that dam the Kourarau Stream. 

The main components of the scheme are: 
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Upper reservoir, a large lake (15-25 ha. in area, depending on water 
levels) held by an earth dam, with concrete reinforcements. The intake 
is set in the lake-bed, 5 m from shore, and outlets a total distance of 785 
metres via a pipeline and then a penstock to Powerhouse B. The dam 
has two spillways. The major spillway has recently been relined in 
concrete (2010); the secondary spillway is the old reinforced concrete 
weir, with structures in the bottom of the weir to break up the force of 
the water flow. Both of these spillways outlet to the stream, which has 
its banks reinforced with rock gabions and heavy rocks and heavy 
timber structures, the latter of some age. 

Features of interest around the reservoir include the water tower and a 
privately-owned boat shed. The reservoir is well-regarded for its trout 
fishing. 

2. Surge tower 2, a dramatic large cylindrical concrete tower set on the 
hillside below the upper reservoir (and above the road), in direct line 
with Powerhouse B from the water intake, and including a 24" (600 
mm) diameter steel penstock pipe, which changes into a concrete 
penstock under the road. 

3. Powerhouse B, a compact 1 1/2 storey concrete building set into the 
shoulder of the hill above the Lower Reservoir and surrounded by 
scrubby bush. This is a simple utilitarian structure, a plain box with a 
reinforced concrete structure enclosing one space, and finished with a 
flat concrete roof, corrugated steel wall cladding and steel windows. 
This sits above a small concrete tail-race that outlets into the stream, 
before meeting the waters of the Lower Reservoir. The powerhouse 
contains a Boving Pe1ton Wheel turbine driving a 250 kW generator. 
The water falls 83 m from the Upper Reservoir to the turbine. 

4. Lower Reservoir, a smallish lake (1.4 ha., depending on water level) 
held by an earth dam, roughly 4 metres high. This reservoir is set at the 
confluence of the Kourarau Stream and Sailormans Creek. It has a 
prominent intake tower set within the reservoir along with a water 
tower, and a modern scour tank set just outside the dam. The scour 
tank is also the diversion for the stream, should the reservoir need to 
be drained. 

The most prominent feature of the dam is the spillway, which is 
divided into four channels with recent sculptural concrete works 
defining the outer edges. The spillway ends at a modest weir, again 
with structures designed to break up the flow of water at the bottom of 
the weir, before running into the Kourarau Stream. 
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Water from the darn is taken 1,182 metres to Surge Tower 1 via a 30" 
(0.78 metre) diameter concrete pipe. 

5. Surge tower 1. This is the most visually dramatic part of the scheme, 
and is visible from a great distance; the large surge tower, some 
30 metres tall, is prominently sited on a high knoll, known as Windy 
Point, that has commanding views out over the Wairarapa. At the base 
of the tower is an access point, used for cleaning the penstocks. 

From the surge tower, the water from the lower reservoir is taken in 
two 20" (530 mm) diameter steel penstocks that run the water a further 
2,136 metres down to Powerhouse A, over a total fall of 136 metres. 

6. Powerhouse A, a simple utilitarian concrete box set within the 
privately owned land of Tupurupuru Station, similar in form to 
Powerhouse B but roughly twice the size. It is elevated above the banks 
of the stream, but nevertheless remains vulnerable to flood damage. 
The powerhouse windows have been closed off, and concrete blocks 
and other measures have been deployed to provide a measure of 
protection against severe flooding. 

The powerhouse contains a twin-disc Boving Pe1ton Wheel turbine and 
a 700 kW generator; water from the powerhouse outlets via a short 
concrete tail-race to the stream. 



3.3. Chronology, modifications 
date 	activity 

1923 	Power House A, lower reservoir, spillway, surge tower no.1 and 
pipelines are completed 

1924 	Lower (A) dam and power house commissioned. Power house raised 
6 m to reduce risk of flood damage 

1925 	Upper (B) dam and power station commissioned 
1928 	Modifications made to allow de-scaling of pipes 
1942 	Repairs to surge tower 1 made after Wairapapa earthquake 
n.d. 	Modifications to intake structure and settling tank at lower dam 
2005 	Serious flood damages power station A, windows blocked up and 

concrete added for flood protection 
2010 	Upgrades to original spillways of both dams including new 

revetting, construction of auxiliary spillway and improvements to 
public access at the upper reservoir 

2011 	Ownership changed to Tararua Foundation Incorporated 

4.0 	Evaluation of Significance 
The Kourarau Hydroelectric Power Scheme has historic importance as the 
first publicly owned power scheme in the Wellington region, and for its 
association with prominent land owners in the area including Sir Walter 
Buchanan. The scheme is technically interesting for its inventive use of the 
terrain, and the two reservoirs and surge towers are prominent features in the 
wider Wairarapa landscape. The scheme is an important part of engineering 
heritage in New Zealand. 

The detailed assessment of significance that follows is based on the criteria in 
Policy 20 of the proposed Regional Policy Statement 2010. 

4.1. Historic Values 
These relate to the history of a place and how it demonstrates important historical 
themes, events, people or experiences. 

The Kourarau Hydroelectric Power Scheme is of great regional significance as 
the first publicly owned power scheme in the Wellington region and the first 
to provide power to Wairarapa customers. It paved the way for the larger 
schemes and national grid that followed. Kourarau is important for its 
association with the Wairarapa Electric Power Board, which was responsible 
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for electricity reticulation and power development throughout the Wairarapa 
for many decades. Kourarau was the Board's first scheme of any significance. 

Significant individuals were associated with the scheme, including notable 
local land owners Sir Walter Buchanan and William Henry Betham. Its 
designer, Harry Climie, made an important contribution to the development 
of hydroelectric power schemes and electricity reticulation in New Zealand. 

4.2. Physical Values 

Architectural Values 
The place is notable for its style, design, form, scale, materials, ornamentation, period, 
craftsmanship or other architectural values. 

The Kourarau Hydroelectric Power Scheme, although at core an assemblage 
of simple utilitarian structures, nevertheless possesses strong aesthetic values 
when taken as a whole. These are largely inherent in the way the scheme sits 
in the landscape; the reservoirs are scenic attractions in their own right; the 
sculptural spillways are visually interesting structures, and the great surge 
towers, particularly the no.1 tower, are striking objects both in the immediate 
area and in the wider Wairarapa landscape. 

Technological Values 
The place provides evidence of the history of technological development or 
demonstrates innovation or important methods of construction or design. 

The Kourarau scheme is an important early hydroelectric power scheme in 
New Zealand. It has high technical interest inherent in its ambitious design 
and its construction in a challenging landscape, and for the way the 
components of the scheme interrelate and function. That the scheme 
continues to function today with its original turbines and supporting 
infrastructure illustrates the robustness and quality of its original design and 
execution. 

Integrity 
The significant physical values of the place have been largely unmodified. 

While significant superficial work has recently (2010) been completed to the 
dams and spillways, nearly all of the scheme remains in its original form 
today, and power is still generated by its original turbines. The scheme can 
still be understood exactly as it was when first constructed and has very high 
physical integrity. 



Age 
The place is particularly old in the context of human occupation of the Wellington 
region. 

The place does not have particular values for its age. 

Group or Townscape Values 
The place is strongly associated with other natural or cultural features in the 
landscape or townscape, and/or contributes to the heritage values of a wider 
townscape or landscape setting, and/or it is a landmark. 

The Kourarau scheme is best understood as a group of structures. It is 
inseparable from its hilly rural landscape; the scheme can only be understood 
in the context of the terrain. The surge towers, and to a lesser extent, the 
reservoirs, have very high landmark value; in particular the no. 1 surge tower 
is visible from much of the Wairarapa. 

4.3. Social Values 

Sentiment 
The place has strong or special associations with a particular cultural group or 
community. 

The Kourarau scheme has a high level of social significance within the 
Wairarapa, both as the first source of readily-available electricity in the 
district, and later as an important part of the electricity infrastructure. It was 
important as a guaranteed supply for industries and for the Masterton 
Hospital, the first hospital in New Zealand to adopt electricity for general use. 

Recognition 
The place is held in high public esteem for historic heritage values or contribution to 
the sense of identity of a community. 

The place is relatively well known in the Wairarapa, if not heavily visited, 
and can be said to have a reasonable level of public esteem. It is well regarded 
as a recreational area and the upper reservoir is known for its trout fishery. 

4.4. Surroundings 
The setting or context of the place contributes to an appreciation and understanding 
of its character, history and/or development. 

The surroundings of the Kourarau scheme are essential to an understanding 
of the development of the scheme, and contribute to a strong sense of history 
of the place. 
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4.5. Rarity 
The place is unique or rare within the district or region. 

This was the first publicly owned power scheme in the Wellington region, 
and has uniqueness for that. There are no other comparable hydroelectric 
generation plants in the region; Mangahao, east of Shannon in the Manawatu 
district would be the nearest. 

4.6. Representativeness 
The place is a good example of its type or era. 

The Kourarau Hydroelectric Power Scheme stands as an excellent 
representative example of an early commercial hydroelectric station, dating 
from the 1920s. 

5.0 	Schedule information 
Regional plan reference: 

NZHPT Register: 	Register no. 7814, category II 

District Plan listing: 

NZAA Site Record: 

Other: 



6.0 	Photographs 

Lower reservoir and spillway, modern scour chamber in foreground. Note modern 
concrete alterations to the spillway, and revetting around the reservoir 

Powerhouse B, from access road 
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Weir at bottom of spillway, Kourarau Stream at the end 

Lower reservoir, looking west - Surge Tower No. 1 in the background 
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Upper reservoir, secondary spillway weir, note modern revetting to the banks. 



Surge tower No. 2, looking towards the west — note the steel penstock 



Surge Tower No. 1, looking west 



7.0 	References 
NZHPT Register, online version, viewed at: 
http:/ /www.historic.org.nz/TheRegister/RegisterSearch/RegisterResults.as  
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IPENZ heritage register, online version, viewed at: 
http:  /  /www.ipenz.org.nz/ heritage/ itemdetail.cfm?itemid=141 

Description of the scheme components on Genesis Energy's website: 
http:  /  /www.genesisenergy.co.nz/ genesis/ index.cfm?12626330-16C3-D 74B-
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Birchville Dam from below. 

Birchville Dam 
Clarke's Stream, Upper Hutt 

1931 



1.0 	Outline History 

1.1. History 
The Birchville Dam is situated on Clarke's Stream, a west bank tributary of 
the Hutt River, at Birchville, just north of Upper Hutt. The area above and 
around the dam was purchased by the Upper Hutt Town Board in March 
1914 for a water supply reserve for the Upper Hutt Borough? The Board 
initially built a small weir, from which they piped water to what was then a 
sparsely settled region, going as far south as Silverstream. Increasing demand 
for water and a consequent drop in supply pressure led to the decision to 
build a dam that could provide an increased water supply and greater 
pressure.2  

Birchville Dam is an early unreinforced concrete arch dam built for public 
water supply in New Zealand.3  The Consulting Engineer appointed to design 
the dam was Henry Featherston Toogood (1879-1962), who was one of just a 
handful of consulting engineers in the late 1920s and early 1930s that had 
both the theoretical knowledge and practical experience necessary to design a 
dam of this type!' The contract to build the dam was awarded to Mr M.G. 
Templeton on 12 April 1930 at a cost of £5,800. The Clerk of Works for the job 
was John Cudby.5  An extension of time was recommended on 10 November 
1930, and in 1931 an additional loan of £580 was granted to finish the project. 6 

 It was completed in early 1931. 

The dam is made of unreinforced concrete and has no concrete abutments. It 
has a length of 46 metres, a crest width of 1.2 metres and a spillway width of 
21 metres. 7  The dam's capacity was rated between 27 - 40.5 million litres. 8  

The Birchville Dam provided water to the Upper Hutt area until 1954, when 
the greater Wellington Water Development scheme was connected to Upper 

'Birchville Dam' in IPENZ Engineering Heritage of New Zealand, (accessed: 26 April 2010) 
http:/ /www.ipenz.org.nz/heritage/itemdetail.cfm?itemid=137  
2  Benson, Chris (n.d.), `The History Surrounding Upper Hutt's Birchville Weir and then Dam, 
Upper Hutt', Ref: 221/1, Collection Title: Benson, C., Location: 5d, Accession: 854, Subject: 
Birchville Dam, Upper Hutt Community Archive hosted by Upper Hutt City Library 
3  Ibid. 
4 ibid.  

5  'Birchville Dam', IPENZ 
6  Benson 
7  Birchville, CMIVI/11/05/04,Greater Wellington Regional Council 
8  Benson 
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Hutt. The new scheme drew its water from the Hutt River at Kaitoke and the 
supply from Birchville was disconnected.9  

Today the dam continues to retain a lake admired by trampers and used for 
recreational fishing. There are remnants of the pipeline and the dismantled 
filtration system and regulating chambers near the dam. 10  

2.0 	Location 

2.1. Map 

Birchville Dam, image from Google Maps, 2012 

2.2. Legal description 
Address, Clarkes Stream at the end of Bridge Road, Birchville. 

Legal description, 

Owner, 

9  'Notes, Documents and Correspondence Towards a History of Birchville Dam', 

Record Type: Archives, Ref: 154, Collection Title: Offer, R.E., Location: 12e, Accession: 493, 
656, Subject: Dams, waterworks, reservoirs, Upper Hutt Community Archive hosted by 
Upper Hutt City Library 
1°  Meachen, Laurie J. 1996, Bon-Bons From Birchville, L.J. Meachen, Upper Hutt p.85 
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3.0 	Physical Description 

3.1. Setting 
The Birchville Dam has a beautiful bush setting within the steep sided valley 
that carries Clarkes Stream. Below the dam, the bush is heavy and views out 
are limited; above the dam, the valley opens out a little, and there are views 
over the lake to the north. It is mature second-growth bush, thinning out on 
the tops of the hills surrounding the lake. Clarkes Stream runs into the head 
of the lake, along with at least one other smaller stream, and its runs on down 
the valley to join the Hutt River at Birchville, not far below the confluence of 
the Hutt and Akatarawa Rivers. 

The dam is a short 10-minute walk from a carpark at the end of Bridge Road. 

3.2. Birchyille Dam 
The Birchville Darn is a simple concrete arch structure with a length of 
46 metres at the crest, a crest width of 1.2 metres and a spillway width of 
21 metres. It forms a gentle and regular curve across the valley, to a constant 
radius of 27.5 metres. Because of the width of the spillway, there is a wide 
waterfall cascading down the outer face of the dam, falling onto a pile of 
rocks placed to prevent erosion of the foundation materials. 

On the crest of the dam there is a short walkway from the true right side 
giving access to a platform with valve control gear. The lake here is clear and 
deep, while much of the upper reach of the lake is quite shallow, having silted 
up over time, and brown trout can be seen cruising the shallows. There is 
birdlife aplenty as well. 

There are two associated structures lower down the valley. The first is a 
square concrete cistern, possibly a filtration chamber, and the second a much 
larger circular tank, possibly a regulating chamber. There are also remnants of 
a 200 mm supply pipe at various places down the valley. 

3.3. Chronology, modifications 
date 	activity 

1931 	Dam completed 
1954 	The Birchville supply was disconnected, but the dam was left intact 

and full. 



4.0 	Evaluation of Significance 
The Birchville Dam has historic significance for its role in supplying water to 
the growing city of Upper Hutt, and aesthetic and technical values that derive 
from its design, form and natural bush setting. 

The detailed assessment of significance that follows is based on the criteria in 
Policy 20 of the proposed Regional Policy Statement 2010. 

4.1. Historic Values 
These relate to the history of a place and how it demonstrates important historical 
themes, events, people or experiences. 

This dam is the substantial remnant of one of the small but significant water 
supply schemes initiated by individual councils in Wellington before regional 
schemes became the norm. In that respect it is a representative example of the 
era when every council had its own water supply system. Because it operated 
for only 23 years its historic importance is somewhat limited. 

Consulting Engineer Henry Featherston Toogood was an engineer of some 
standing. 

4.2. Physical Values 

Architectural Values 
The place is notable for its style, design, form, scale, materials, ornamentation, period, 
craftsmanship or other architectural values. 

The Birchville Darn is an elegant engineering structure, simple in its 
geometric form, appropriate to its purpose and with all parts simply shaped 
to serve their purpose as efficiently as possible. The form, scale and materials 
of the structure give it significant aesthetic values 

Technological Values 
The place provides evidence of the history of technological development or 
demonstrates innovation or important methods of construction or design. 

The technological value of the darn is high; it is a good example of a 
modestly-sized concrete arch dam and an examination of it can provide 
useful information about the engineering design and materials and 
construction techniques used. 



Integrity 
The significant physical values of the place have been largely unmodified. 

The dam's integrity is very high, with no obvious modifications of any sort. 
The fact that it is still holding back a lake of water, as it has done for over 80 
years, is significant too, allowing a full appreciation of its function even 
though now de-commissioned. 

Age 
The place is particularly old in the context of human occupation of the Wellington 
region. 

The dam is a comparatively modern structure and does not have particular 
values of age. 

Group or Townscape Values 
The place is strongly associated with other natural or cultural features in the 
landscape or townscape, and/or contributes to the heritage values of a wider 
townscape or landscape setting, and/or it is a landmark. 

The structure is strongly integrated into a natural landscape of distinct 
beauty. In one sense, the lake enhances this natural setting, while the 
waterfall over the dam, the lichens and mosses on its face, and the general 
aging and weathering of the structure means its fits well in the natural 
context. 

4.3. Social Values 

Sentiment 
The place has strong or special associations with a particular cultural group or 
community. 

The place holds special appeal for a limited group of people, walkers in the 
Wellington hills, but is not known to have strong associations with any other 
group. 

Recognition 

The place is held in high public esteem for historic heritage values or contribution to 
the sense of identity of a community. 

The dam is well known to those who use it for public recreation, particularly 
walkers and those fishing the lake, but is otherwise not widely known 



4.4. Surroundings 
The setting or context of the place contributes to an appreciation and understanding 
of its character, history and/or development. 

The natural setting is essential to an understanding of the place, since the 
catchment for the water supply came from the clear bush streams of the 
surrounding landscape, and the dam is shaped to fit into the particular 
landforms. 

4.5. Rarity 
The place is unique or rare within the district or region. 

The place has some rarity value as there are very few comparable structures 
in the Wellington region (the Upper Karori Darn is one other). 

4.6. Representativeness 
The place is a good example of its type or era. 

The Birchville Dam can be compared with the Upper Karori Darn (1908), both 
being very good representative examples of concrete arch dams. The Upper 
Karori Dam is the larger and more technically complex of the two. 

5.0 	Schedule information 
Regional plan reference: 

NZHPT Register: 

District Plan listing: 

NZAA Site Record: 

Other: 	 IPENZ Engineering Heritage of New Zealand, 
reference 137 



6.0 	Photographs 

The crest of the dam from the true right bank. 

The lake, looking north. 
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Closer view of the crest of the dam and the spillway. 
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The rectangular concrete cistern, possibly a filtration chamber. 

The circular concrete tank, possibly a regulating chamber. 
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The upstream (west end) portal of tunnel, and stream wall linings. 

Diversion Tunnel 
Kaiwharawhara Stream 

1944 



1.0 	Outline History 

1.1. History 
In early 1942, at the height of the Japanese advance into the Pacific during 
World War II, the Kaiwharawhara industrial and residential area was 
identified as an area vulnerable to enemy attack. Not only did it house 
important engineering and manufacturing industries and oil tanks, but it was 
close to the city wharves and the floating dock. The various Kaiwharawhara 
businesses were also concerned that they were unable to provide their 
employees with a safe air raid shelter. It was decided that a communal air 
raid shelter for the area would be the most satisfactory solution? 

In choosing a site, particular consideration was given to the damage made by 
periodic flooding of the Kaiwharawhara stream and also to the possibility of 
improving the road access to Ngaio, which was constrained by a sharp bend 
opposite the tank compound of the Atlantic Union Oil Company. To resolve 
all these objectives, it was decided to drive a tunnel through the hill on the 
company's property. 

The tunnel was designed to be used as an air raid shelter until the end of 
hostilities, but would be sited so that, after the war, it could then be used to 
divert the course of the stream, free land up to be used for other purposes, 
and reduce the flooding hazard. The Atlantic Oil Company agreed to the plan 
and transferred the affected land to the City Council and Government. The 
government, the City Council and local businesses contributed the necessary 
funds - £2,000 by the Government, £1,000 by the City Council and £1,000 by 
the business firms concerned . 2  

The tunnel was 3.4 metres wide and 3 metres high with an arched roof and 
was 107 metres in length. After the tunnel was driven, it was lined with 
concrete. 3  Work on the tunnel was completed by August 1944. 4  

After the war, the tunnel was converted to a diversion tunnel for the stream 
by excavating and constructing a concrete-lined channel between the tunnel 
and stream on the western (upstream) end. It has kept this use ever since; the 
land freed by the diverted stream was later used for an extension of the oil 
tank compound and the Ngaio Gorge Road was re-aligned, reducing the 
sharp bend and making more development land available. 

1  Air Raid Shelter, Kaiwarra, 1942-1944, Ref: 00038:3:7/2/8, Wellington City Archives 
2  Ibid. 
3  Ibid. 

Ibid. 
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2.0 	Location 

2.1. Map 

Kaiwharawhara Stream Diversion Tunnel. The diversion channel shown on 
the cover lies to the upstream (left) side. Image from Google Maps, 2012 

2.2. Legal description 
Address, legal description, owner. 

3.0 Physical Description 

3.1. Setting 
The stream diversion tunnel is part of an industrial complex that occupies the 
narrow strip of flat land in Kaiwharawhara alongside the Kaiwharawhara 
Stream. It is difficult to see, since it is set back against (and underneath) the 
steep southern hills of the gorge and lies behind various industrial buildings, 
including a large storage tank, one of the last remnants of the extensive oil 
tank farm that formerly occupied this area. 

3.2. Item 

The tunnel carries the Kaiwharawhara Stream through a sharp ridge that 
reaches out in a north-easterly direction from the hills below Wadestown. It 
thus shortens the stream that in its original bed ran around the bottom edge 
of the ridge; this in turn allowed a sharp corner in Kaiwharawhara Road to be 
eased to the present gentle curve. The tunnel is straight sided, fully lined in 
concrete, with a semi-circular roof. The downstream portal has a chute and 
apron before the stream discharges back into its natural bed, to run several 
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hundred metres (under the Hutt Road, rail tracks and the motorway) to its 
mouth in Wellington Harbour. 

The diversion channel is upstream of the tunnel. It is built in-situ concrete and 
forms a simple U-shape in cross section with straight-sided walls, slightly 
wider than the tunnel itself; the form marks of the boxing boards are clearly 
visible in the finish. 

It is of some note that the Johnsonville rail line is tunnelled through the same 
ridge as the diversion tunnel. 

3.3. Chronology, modifications 
date 	 activity 

1944 	 Tunnel completed 
n.d. (post-war) 	Diversion channel constructed 

4.0 	Evaluation of Significance 
The Kaiwharawhara diversion tunnel has significant historic value. It is a 
purpose-built air raid shelter that has had a useful role since the Second 
World War as a tunnel diverting the Kaiwharawhara Stream. Its construction 
freed up adjoining land for industrial development and roading purposes, 
and helped in flood control. 

The detailed assessment of significance that follows is based on the criteria in 
Policy 20 of the proposed Regional Policy Statement 2010. 

4.1. Historic Values 
These relate to the history of a place and how it demonstrates important historical 
themes, events, people or experiences. 

Many war shelters were built in Wellington during World War II but this is 
one of the most unusual, in that it was - at some expense - tunnelled through 
a hill for future use as a river diversion. This response to the war left a 
permanent mark on Kaiwharawhara, creating more land for roading and 
buildings and greatly diminishing the threat of flooding for the area's 
businesses. The war shelter has some significance for this planned future use. 



4.2. Physical Values 

Architectural Values 
The place is notable for its style, design, form, scale, materials, ornamentation, period, 
craftsmanship or other architectural values. 

Architectural values of the tunnel and diversion channel are low. They are 
solid engineering structures, well designed and built with nothing 
superfluous, and they perform their stream control and diversion function 
very efficiently. 

Technological Values 
The place provides evidence of the history of technological development or 
demonstrates innovation or important methods of construction or design. 

Technological values derive from the concrete construction technology 
evident in both structures, although these are typical for the time. 

Integrity 
The significant physical values of the place have been largely unmodified. 

The level of integrity is very high, with no known modifications. 

Age 
The place is particularly old in the context of human occupation of the Wellington 
region. 

As comparatively modern place, it has no special qualities of age. 

Group or Townscape Values 
The place is strongly associated with other natural or cultural features in the 
landscape or townscape, and/or contributes to the heritage values of a wider 
townscape or landscape setting, and/or it is a landmark. 

Group or townscape values are non-existent, since it is very difficult to view 
these structures. 

4.3. Social Values 

Sentiment 
The place has strong or special associations with a particular cultural group or 
community. 

There are no special associations relevant to the structures, other than for 
those particularly interested in war or water control history. 
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Recognition 
The place is held in high public esteem for historic heritage values or contribution to 
the sense of identity of a community. 

The place is little known with no values related to public esteem. 

4.4. Surroundings 
The setting or context of the place contributes to an appreciation and understanding 
of its character, history and/or development. 

The geographic location of the place is important, and the hillside above 
remains undeveloped, so the rationale for the construction of these works can 
still be clearly understood. The adjacent flat land, partially created by the 
construction of the tunnel and channel, has been in industrial use through to 
the present day. 

4.5. Rarity 
The place is unique or rare within the district or region. 

The place is very rare, in being a Second World War air raid shelter, still 
serving a useful - and completely different - purpose over 70 years later. 

4.6. Representativeness 
The place is a good example of its type or era. 

There are no comparable regional examples presently known. 

5.0 	Schedule information 
Regional plan reference: 

NZHPT Register: 

District Plan listing: 

NZAA Site Record: 

Other: 



6.0 	Photographs 

View from the north-east of the ridge that is penetrated by the tunnel; the 
downstream portal is between the two brick buildings in the bottom left of the image; 
the Johnsonville rail line embankment can be seen a little higher up to the left, and 
Kaizvharazvhara Road leading up to Ngaio is in the foreground. 

7.0 	References 
Cooke, Peter 2007, Water Supply in the Wellington Region 1867-2006, Greater 
Wellington Regional Council, Wellington 

Morrison, Sally 1986, History of the Water Supply in the Wellington Region 1872- 
1985, Wellington Regional Council, Wellington 

Emergency precautions: erection of air raid shelter, Kaiwarra Gorge Road, 
Public Works Department, Atlantic Oil Company - Kaiwharrawharra, 1942, 
Ref: 00001:2400:66/19/31, Wellington City Council Archives 

Kaiwarra Stream & Ngaio Improvements, Ref: 2004/34:9:9, Wellington City 
Archives 
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